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CONTROLLED COMPRESSIONAL WAVE COMPONENTS OF THICKNESS SHEAR MODE MULTI-

MEASURAND SENSORS

Inventors:
Jeffrey C. Andle
Reichl B. Haskell
Dana Y.G. Tucker
Daniel S. Stevens

[0001] This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Application No. 61/243685

filed 09/18/2009, this application is herein incorporated by reference in its entirety for all

purposes; U.S. Application No. 12/036125 filed 2/22/2008 entitled "Sensor, System, and

Method for Measuring Fluid Properties Using Multi-Mode Quasi-Shear-Horizontal

Resonator"; U.S. Application No. 12/540,339 filed 8/12/09 entitled "Instrumentation of

Acoustic Wave Devices"; U. S. Application 12/780,869 filed 05/15/2010 entitled

"Improved Measurement of Fluid Parameters"; U.S. Application 12/780,868 filed

05/15/2010 entitled "Improved Calibration of High Frequency Fluid Phase Acoustic

Sensors"; U.S. Application No. 11/814074 entitled "Electro Acoustic Sensor for High

Pressure Environments" to Andle filed 04/20/2006; U.S. Application No. 12/202,431

entitled "Asymmetric Composite Acoustic Wave Sensor" to Andle and Haskell filed

09/02/2008; and U.S. Application 12/404,288, entitled 'Improved Lateral Excitation of

Pure Shear Modes', to Andle, Haskell, and Stevens filed 03/14/2009 are herein

incorporated in their entireties by reference.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0002] The invention relates to measuring physical properties of fluid samples. More

specifically, the invention relates to devices, systems, and methods for simultaneously

determining density, shear viscoelasticity, and compressional elasticity measurement &

correlation properties of a material such as lubricating oil or fuels.



BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0003] There is a growing demand for multi-measurand measurement of fluid properties in

industrial settings. A notable example is in the monitoring of fuels, lubricants, hydraulic

fluids, and coolants in which fluid aging and fluid contamination must be monitored and

subjected to trend analysis to optimize preventive maintenance schedules. Typically these

applications require viscosity measurement for immediate detection of catastrophic failure

and employ conductivity and/or dielectric measurements for predictive measurements.

Often, the measurement principles most amenable to in situ measurement have several

secondary effects that distort the measurements from those obtained using lab equipment.

Furthermore, other fluid physical properties are often desired in order to qualify the cause

of a viscosity change.

[0004] Despite over 20 years of effort to develop a low-cost, high performance, multi-

measurand fluid condition sensor, there is no single measurement approach that is suited to

simultaneously detecting all of the fluid properties of interest for lubricants, fuels,

hydraulic fluids, and coolants, such as fuel dilution, soot loading, water and glycol

contamination, additives depletion, and wear particle detection.

[0005] While many approaches have been proposed to monitor these properties, vibrating

sensors - especially the solid state implementations based on piezoelectric devices that

impart acoustic energy onto the fluid - have shown the most promise. Generally, the

measurable parameters are non-linear functions of a harmonic frequency, ω, and the

driving signal amplitude of the sensor. Since the functional forms are known, and since

the prior art provides methods of instrumentation of the frequency dependence and

amplitude dependence, it is possible to address these effects. Using the prior art in

conjunction with the present invention, it is possible to characterize the dependence in

some applications and possible to correct the values back to laboratory conditions in other

applications. Of particular interest is the rheology of a fluid, specifically the relationship

between shear stress and the rate of shear strain as a function of the rate of shear strain and

the harmonic frequency of shear strain. Many pseudo-plastic models are well known in the

literature.



[0006] For clarity, this application will refer to such vibrating piezoelectric device based

sensors as Acoustic Wave Device or AWD. A resonant AWD is considered herein a

device comprising a crystalline material having a plurality of electrodes that provides

movement of the crystal face in response to electrical power presented between at least an

input pair of these electrodes, and conversely generates an electrical signal at an output

pair of electrodes in response to power applied to the crystal face. One or more electrodes

may be common to both input and output pairs, and the input pair may also serve as the

output pair. The term extends to Thickness Shear Mode (TSM), Surface Acoustic Wave

(SAW), Surface Transverse Wave (STW), Bulk Acoustic Wave (BAW), Quartz Crystal

Microbalance (QCM) and the like. An AWD may operate using plate mode, thickness

mode, shear mode and shear thickness mode, bulk wave, love wave, and the like, and may

utilize any convenient cut or material. Quartz, langasite, langatate, gallium phosphate,

lithium niobate, and lithium tantalate are widely reported for sensor applications using

AWD, and many newer materials are expected to have promise in this emerging field that

expressly fall within the AWD definition. It is noted that a single AWD commonly has

more than one resonant frequency, each equivalently related to as a 'mode' or a 'resonant

mode'. Furthermore, even devices designed to be 'single mode' devices have unwanted,

spurious modes.

[0007] Obtaining information about the environment in which the AWD operates makes

the AWD into a sensor. However, the sensor needs to be coupled to equipment - circuitry,

computing device, and the like so as to provide useful information. The connection

method, support circuitry, and manners of decoding the information are colloquially

known as the 'instrumentation' of a device, and providing said instrumentation is known as

'instrumenting' the device.

[0008] Numerous piezoelectric acoustic wave device (AWD) technology based sensors are

known that potentially satisfy at least subsets of the need. By way of example, quartz

tuning forks were disclosed in US Patent 6,401,519 to McFarland et al, corrugated

thickness shear mode (TSM) sensors were disclosed in US Patent 5,741,961 by Martin et

al, and corrugated surface transverse wave (STW, Love mode) were disclosed by

Hermann et al. in US Patent 6,543,274. The monolithic piezoelectric sensor (MPS) of

Andle as taught in US Patent 6,033,852, the corrugated MPS of Andle as described in US



Patent 7,552,619, the high pressure composite resonators of Andle as described in US

Patent publication 2009-0309453 and US patent publication 2010-0052470-A1, the multi-

mode, quasi-shear horizontal resonator (MMQSHR) of Andle, as disclosed in US Patent

publication 2009/0216467 and WO2009/1 05354, the lateral field excited TSM of Vetelino

as disclosed in US Patent 7,075,216, and the coplanar circularly polarized transducer

(CCPT) of Andle, as disclosed in US Patent Application 12/404,288 constitute newer

examples. The CCPT comprises a plurality of electrodes formed on a common surface

(planar or curvilinear) such that one or more electrodes form a functionally closed shape,

the plurality of electrodes forming a plurality of shapes, each of those shapes being

functionally fully enclosed by, or fully enclosing, another shape and defining a gap

therebetween. The electrodes therein are defined as coplanar circularly polarized

electrodes (CCPE) and a CCPT comprises a plurality of coplanar circularly polarized

electrodes separated by at least one gap therebetween. 'Functionally closed shape' implies

that a small gap or gaps in the shape may be introduced that, while geometrically breaking

the closed shape, will have minimal effect on the circular polarization induced by the

CCPT. This transducer may be applied to a variety of AWD's but is most effective while

used to create lateral field excitation in a thickness shear mode (TSM) device.

[0009] All the above identified patents, patent publications, and patent applications are

incorporated herein by reference in their entirety.

[0010] Early work by Sandia National Laboratories and others, S. J . Martin, V. E.

Granstaff and G. C. Frye, "Characterization of a Quartz Crystal Microbalance with

Simultaneous Mass and Liquid Loading", Anal Chem 1991, 63, 2272-2281, demonstrated

both the applicability and limitations of quartz thickness shear mode (TSM) sensors. Five

significant limitations of the early TSM sensors are (a) the time constant of the static

capacitance in parallel with the motional resistance limits measurement range and

resolution, (b) the low piezoelectric coupling (k2) of quartz limits measurement range of

the motional resistance for a given instrumentation system, (c) Maxwellian properties of

real fluids deviate substantially from the Newtonian model above ~ 1 MHz for typical

hydrocarbons and (d) incidental compressional wave components that are inherent to TSM

energy trapping are known to cause an erroneous reading of the viscous losses, and (e)



reflections of these compressional waves from an opposing surface establish resonances

within the fluid between the crystal face and an adjacent reflective surface.

[0011] A quartz-based monolithic crystal filter (MCF) was introduced by Schweyer et al.

in 1997, M. Schweyer, J. Hilton, J. Munson, J. Andle, J. Hammond, R. Lec & Q. Lin, "A

Novel Monolithic Piezoelectric Sensor", 1997 IEEE International Ultrasonics Symposium,

pp. 371-374 and M. Schweyer, J. Hilton, J. Munson, J. Andle, J. Hammond and R. Lec, "A

novel monolithic piezoelectric sensor", 1997 IEEE International Frequency Control

Symposium, pp. 32-40, as a solution to the parallel loading of the static capacitance of

single port TSM devices. The topology of the MCF places the static capacitance as two

shunt elements in parallel with the source and load resistances and not in parallel with

transmission through the motional circuit, extending the constraints of (a), above.

[0012] In order to ease measurements of fluid parameters utilizing a resonant AWD, it is

well known to model the device after an equivalent electrical circuit or transmission lines

which approximately relate one or more simplified measurable electrical parameters to one

or more physical properties of the fluid. It is common to model the behavior of the AWD

in a single resonant frequency by a simple equivalent electrical series resonance circuit

comprising a resistance Rm, inductance Lm, and capacitance Cm, connected in series. The

subscript, m, denotes a motional property seen through the acoustic to electrical

"transformer ratio" of the piezoelectric effect. Such reduced equivalent circuit models are

employed for computational simplicity and conceptual clarity.

[0013] Fig. l a shows the equivalent circuit of the prior art single-port TSM and Fig. l.b

shows the equivalent circuit of the prior art Monolithic Piezoelectric Sensor, more recently

embodied as a Multi-Mode Quasi-Shear-Horizontal Resonator (MMQSHR). In the

original TSM, the physical static capacitance 101 of the electrodes is in parallel with the

resonant transmission path 102, represented by series motional resistance 103, motional

capacitance 104, and motional inductance 105. In the MMQSHR the static capacitance is

split into an input 111 and output 112 capacitance, neither of which is in shunt with the

transmission paths 113 and 114. Transmission path 113 has 0 ° of phase shift at its series

resonance and is modeled by a motional inductance 115, capacitance 116, and resistance

117. Transmission path 114 has 180° of phase shift at its series resonance and is modeled



by a motional inductance 118, capacitance 119, and resistance 121 with a 180° phase

shifter 121.

[0014] This relocation of the physical capacitance precludes the need for complex

compensation schemes and also allows operation of a TSM sensor with isolated electrical

connections impervious to electrical perturbations by the fluid. Furthermore, the use of a

low source impedance excitation circuit and a low load impedance current measurement

detector allows the measurement of the transfer admittance, Y
2 1

, of the element,

eliminating the residual effects of these physical transducer static capacitance elements.

[0015] A swept frequency transmission circuit may be employed to extract the motional

resistance from the sampled transfer function data and track the resonant frequency over

perturbations due to pressure, temperature, and viscosity. A number of methods allow the

measurement of the real part of the transfer function. The transfer function might be S2 1 as

measured by a vector network analyzer, H(F) as measured by the detected RMS voltages,

or Y 1 as the ratio of the short output circuit current to the input voltage. For a 50Ω load, a

sufficiently small static capacitance and a sufficiently large motional resistance, the real

parts of S2 1, H(F), and 50*Y2 i are reasonably interchangeable with only moderate changes

in the calibration curve.

[0016] Fig. 2 shows one such embodiment as a preferred embodiment of the

instrumentation circuitry for an MMQSHR. Low impedance voltage source 210 excites

MMQSHR 220 whose short circuit output current is amplified by transimpedance

amplifier 230. The low impedance of the voltage source and the current to voltage

amplifiers render physical capacitances 111 and 112 insignificant. As a result, the ratio of

the output voltage of amplifier 230 to the source voltage 210 is the transfer admittance,

Y2 1, of the MMQSHR times the feedback resistance, R F 231 of the amplifier. In one

embodiment of the instrumentation the in-phase drive signal 210 is phase shifted 215 to

obtain a quadrature signal, and the drive signals are optionally buffered 235, 240 to drive

mixers 240, 245 resulting in down-converted in-phase 250 and quadrature 255 magnitude

signals. As the frequency of source 210 is varied, the voltages at 250 and 255 are

representative of the real and imaginary parts of Y2 1, namely the transfer conductance and

transfer admittance, respectively. The transfer admittance is readily curve fit to obtain the



elements of the equivalent circuit of Fig. l.a under the limit of trivially small

compressional wave reflections.

[0017] Performance of the quartz-based MCF structure was still limited by piezoelectric

coupling; however the limitation was scaled to higher viscosities by removal of the static

capacitance from its previous location in shunt with the motional resonance to be

measured. The development of lanthanum gallium silicate (LGS) and other higher

coupling, quartz-like piezoelectric crystals, allowed successful devices to be demonstrated.

These materials have higher acoustic impedance and a higher coupling. Higher acoustic

impedance results in less sensitivity to fluid damping and higher piezoelectricity results is

a lower ratio of electrical equivalent circuit motional resistance to physical damping. In

2007, J . Andle, R. Haskell, R. Sbardella, G. Morehead, M. Chap, J . Columbus and D.

Stevens, "Design, packaging and characterization of a two-port bulk wave langasite

viscometer", IEEE Sensors 2007, pp. 868-871, overcoming limitation (b), above.

[0018] Since many large-scale applications are for trending (aging) of in-service fluids, the

deviations from Newtonian are seen to be tolerable at 5MHz. Prior work including K.

Durdag and J . Andle, "Portable/Handheld Oil Assessment Device Project: NCMS

Collaborative Agreement No: 200640-140414", Final Report, Nov. 12, 2007

(unpublished), K. Durdag and J . Andle, "Real-Time Viscosity Measurement for Condition-

Based Monitoring Using Solid-State Viscosity Sensor", Tribology Transactions, 51:296-

302, 2008, and Andle J., Durdag K., Chap M., Haskell R., Threaded Fluid Condition

Sensor for Real-Time, On-Line and In-Line Oil Conditioning Monitoring, in Proceedings

of SENSOR+TEST 2009 Conference, Nuremberg, Germany, 26-28 May 2009, Vol. II,

pp.229-234, shows good correlation within broad classes of lubricants between the

"acoustic viscosity" ("AV" = ρη) measured in an oscillator-based LGS MCF sensor system

and the laboratory measurements of either intrinsic viscosity (η) or kinematic viscosity

(η/ρ) with a linear correlation term regarding (c) above. Nonetheless, it is still desirable to

eliminate the need for correlation, as well as to measure the density and even the

compressional modulus of the material.

[0019] To this end, U. S. Application 12/780,869, filed May 15, 2010 and entitled

"Improved Measurement of Fluid Parameters", provides a method of transformation of the

six equivalent circuit parameters into four linearized "input parameters". Two input



parameters relate to energy loss (linearized motional resistance) of the two resonant

transmission paths, and two input parameters relate to frequency shift (linearized motional

inductance) of the two modes.

[0020] An important feature of selected aspects of the '869 application is the utilization of

actual measured motional capacitance values extracted from equivalent circuit fitting of the

sensor in the reference and/or measurement state, rather than the prior art use of the ideal

motional capacitance as a calculated sensitivity parameter of the motional resistance to

loading. Yet another important feature is the utilization of nonlinear products of motional

resistances and motional capacitances (the "RC product") at each of the selected

resonances, individually extracted in the equivalent circuit fitting, as a "loss" input

parameter to at least one computing function. The use of the RC product in the loss

parameter linearizes the sensor response. Similarly the nonlinear product of resonant

frequency, motional inductance, and motional capacitance (the " LC product") of the

selected resonances, individually extracted in equivalent circuit fitting, may be employed

as a "frequency" or "phase" input parameter to at least one computing function to

optimally linearize the sensor response. It is found to be advantageous to take the

difference of the RC products and coLC products between the measurement state and the

reference state. It is further found that multiplication of these differences by the

unloaded/reference resonant frequency, ω0, optimally normalizes the problem. The

properly normalized system allows a complex input parameter, Im, to be defined for each

selected m resonance having anharmonic number m. The complex input parameter has a

real part being the loss input parameter Lm, and the imaginary part being the frequency

input parameter, Pm. By analogy and the duality principle of circuit theory, it is equally

acceptable to employ the R/L ratio as a loss parameter and preferably the R L ratio for

normalization. This is demonstrably identical to the RC and R C products, respectively,

and is considered identical throughout the present disclosure. Similarly, coLC is

recognized as l /ω . Therefore, l /ω is considered identical to the coLC product.

[0021] Thus, in the '869 application, there is provided a method of measuring the fluid

mechanical properties utilizing a resonant acoustic wave device (AWD). The method

begins by measuring a reference state transfer function of the AWD at a plurality of

frequencies about at least one selected resonant frequency of the AWD. Equivalent circuit



parameters are extracted describing the transfer function in accordance with an equivalent

circuit model. The parameters are reflective of a motional resistance, a motional

inductance, and a motional capacitance, which are the equivalent circuit parameters in the

preferred model. After the AWD is measured in a reference state, the AWD sensor is

utilized in a loaded/measurement state by imparting to the AWD a viscoelastic load of the

fluid to be measured. The transfer function of the loaded AWD is again measured at a

plurality of frequencies about at least one resonant frequency. The loaded equivalent

circuit parameters describing the transfer function are again extracted. After the extraction

of the equivalent circuit in the measurement state and the reference state, the fluid

mechanical properties are calculated by defining at least one input parameter associated

with the resonant frequency comprising a nonlinear combination of the equivalent circuit

parameters and defining at least one output parameter related to the fluid properties,

employing at least one linearized computing function relating the at least one output

parameter to the differences of the input parameters from the reference to the loaded state,

and calculating output parameters. The fluid mechanical property is then calculated from

the output parameters of the computing function utilizing known relationships defining the

output parameter in terms of the fluid properties. A one for one correspondence exists

between a computing function and the output parameter that is computed.

[0022] The computing function will typically include one or more adjustable terms, called

"calibration coefficients". These coefficients may be assumed, estimated, or measured

experimentally.

[0023] The balance between loss and frequency parameters is indicative of the shear

viscoelastic relaxation time of the fluid. Barlow and Lamb first applied this principle to

quartz sensors, in the absence of any compressional mode considerations, in their paper,

"The Visco-Elastic Behaviour of Lubricating Oils under Cyclic Shearing Stress", Proc. R.

Soc. Lond. A 1959 253, 52-69. This approach is expanded upon in the '869 application

and also in U.S. Application 12/780,868 filed May 15, 2010, entitled "Improved

Calibration of High Frequency Fluid Phase Acoustic Sensors". These applications disclose

methods of simultaneously instrumenting the sensor to obtain a radiation resistance

associated with compressional wave radiation, hence a product of density, p, and

compressional elastic modulus, κ, as well as the viscoelastic relaxation time, τ, in addition



to the better known product of dynamic viscosity, η(ω), and density, p . The '868

application, which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety, determines the

calibration coefficients by imparting viscoelastic loads to such AWD's from a plurality of

known static load conditions and measuring transfer functions of the AWD about at least

one resonant frequency under those known load conditions. Initial values of the

calibration coefficients are selected and then an iterative process is carried out in which an

error function is determined between a selected parameter measured by the AWD, or

calculated from such measurement, and a corresponding ideal parameter derived from the

known calibration fluid. Once the error function is determined, the calibration coefficients

are adjusted and the calculation is iterated until the error function falls to within an

acceptable tolerance. Importantly, the calculation utilizes the estimated viscoelastic

relaxation time of the non-Newtonian calibration fluids as measured by the AWD using the

assumed calibration coefficients. The computation of the ideal parameter utilizes an

estimation of the shear viscoelastic relaxation time of the fluid at the resonant frequency to

estimate fluid static fluid parameters from the measured parameters and adjusting this

relaxation time as dictated by the adjustments in the calibration coefficients. One result of

this method allows calibration of high frequency AWD sensors for viscoelastic property

measurement using fluids that are non-Newtonian at the operating frequency of the AWD

and for which only static viscosity information taken under Newtonian operating

conditions is available. Utilizing the actual, measured motional capacitance in a manner

similar to that of the present application provides a preferred method of obtaining the

viscoelastic relaxation time, which simplifies the calculation of the calibration parameters.

[0024] Fig. 3 shows the response of an MMQSHR device employing split elliptical

electrodes with total length 3.5 mm, total width 2 mm, and crystal thickness 0.26 mm

manufactured on Y-cut lanthanum gallium silicate (LGS). The ground plane surface was

loaded with test fluids, and the change in the measured motional resistances of the first and

second resonant modes from the reference states were measured at several temperatures in

accordance with the prior art calculations shown supra. Fig. 3 represents an attempt to

graphically provide a computing function using the frequency-normalized shear acoustic

impedance. Solvay-Solexis' perfluoro-polyether, HT270, is a fluid that is reasonably

Newtonian at 5.25 MHz and that has been used as a viscosity standard. It shows highly



linear relationships for the first (00) mode 301 and the second (10) mode 302. The slopes

of these curves are substantially different, an effect for which there is no correction

mechanism in the prior art theory, prior to the '869 application, using motional resistance

or frequency.

[0025] A Cannon mineral oil standard, N250, is seen to exhibit an upward curvature in the

response, indicative of a relaxation time that increases with increasing viscosity

(decreasing temperature). Again, the two modes 303, 304 have significant differences in

sensitivity. It is not possible to reliably use this measurement to obtain the differential

resistance due to compressional effects 305, 306 or to obtain reliable, repeatable, and

accurate viscoelastic effect measurements because of the nonlinearities of the system.

[0026] The measured value of the compressional wave radiation may be used to correct the

one-dimensional estimate of the shear (viscosity) term. Direct measurement of the

motional resistance ( l /gmax) or estimation using curve fitting at the two modes allows

matrix methods to be employed to solve the system of equations relating the shear and

compressional acoustic impedances to the change in motional resistance from the nominal

air value.

[0027] In the prior art, the two observables depend on two measurands, Zs and Zc, which

are the tangential and compressional "acoustic impedance" values of the fluid, (2ωρη)½

and (ρκ)½, respectively in the Newtonian limit. A system of linear equations may be

written in terms of the shear acoustic impedance and the compressional acoustic

impedance. The normalized shear impedance squared is called "acoustic viscosity",

expressed as "AV" with units of Pa-s-kg/m . According to the '125 application, a simple

relationship can be provided for as:

where Rso and RAO are the symmetric and anti-symmetric resistances in air, respectively.

In keeping with the '869 application, the symmetric mode is mode 0 and the antisymmetric

mode is mode 1. The constants K ST, KSC, KAT and KAC relate ARs and ARA to ZT and Zc.

Inverting this relationship obtains a so-called computing function that would provide the

acoustic impedances of the shear and compressional waves from the two measured



motional resistances. The math assumes linear loading of the acoustic transmission line

which requires ρκ « psC22 and 2ωηρ « psC 6 where subscript S denotes the substrate

density.

[0028] Knowing the two resistance values in air and in the fluid and knowing the matrix of

parameters provides a system of linear equations according to the 5 application. The

system of equations not only obtains the density-viscosity product as Zs , but also

compensates residual measurement errors due to unreflected compressional wave radiation

provided that the determinant of the coefficient matrix is non-zero. Finally, additional

information on the value of the compressional impedance squared gives the elasticity-

density product, ρκ . Frequently K ST ~ KAT since both modes have comparable energy

trapping profiles and shear wave components.

[0029] Therefore, the requirement for measuring density-elasticity (compressional

impedance) is that KAC ≠ Ksc- This is reasonably ensured using a thickness shear (X-

propagating) coupled resonator as opposed to a thickness twist (Z-propagating) coupled

resonator with thickness field excitation and by having good energy trapping. Thickness

twist anharmonics are desired in certain lateral field coupled resonators. For an ideal

resonator, having one half wavelength of energy trapping across the diameter of the

resonator for the symmetric mode and a full wavelength for the anti-symmetric mode, there

is a four to one ratio of these terms. Evanescent decay beyond the energy trapping region

decreases the ratio.

[0030] The changing Ux(x) will result in different anharmonics having different sensitivity

to compressional radiation but similar sensitivity to viscous loading as seen in Figs. 3 and

4. This sensitivity arises from the ratio of compressional displacements to shear

displacements, which is known from energy trapping considerations. The square of this

ratio is denoted as m for the m* anharmonic herein.

[0031] The solutions for the change of motional resistance 117, 120 due to fluid loading

are all linearized by the real motional capacitance measured for the mode in the '869 and

'869 applications. Mode shapes that are not consistent with the one dimensional model

will result in very substantial changes of the sensitivity slope itself. This is compensated in

these applications in the absence of compressional ripple.



[0032] Fig. 4 shows the measured response of the same MMQSHR device as depicted in

Fig. 3, under the same conditions, however the improved response is obtained utilizing

techniques disclosed in the '869 application. The change in the product of the measured

motional capacitance and measured motional resistances (ARC) of the first and second

resonant modes from the reference states were employed as the input parameter for two

resonances. Fig. 4 provides a graphical representation of a computing function to obtain
1/2the frequency-normalized shear acoustic impedance, (ρη) as the output parameter

relative to the resistance-capacitance product as measured under Newtonian conditions,

e.g. using an Anton-Parr SVM-3000. HT270 is a Newtonian viscosity standard and shows

highly linear relationships for both transmission paths.

[0033] The slopes of these curves are substantially identical, demonstrating the efficacy of

linearizing the input parameter through multiplication of the measured motional resistance

by the measured motional capacitance. The example output parameter is suitable only for

Newtonian fluids and presents a nonlinear computing function for other fluids. The

additive effects of compressional radiation 405 and 406 are clearly visible. Mineral oil

standard, N250, is seen to exhibit an upward curvature in the response, indicative of a non-

Newtonian relaxation time that increases with increasing viscosity (decreasing

temperature). Again, the two modes 403, 404 have significantly identical curvature and

track well, allowing other processes such as Maxwellian viscoelasticity and compressional

wave radiation to be clearly observed.

[0034] When fluids are Newtonian, the added motional resistance 117, 120 is equal to the

product of the resonant radian frequency and the added motional inductance 115, 118. It is

often stated that a TSM sensor cannot measure fluids beyond this range and that low

frequency tuning fork resonators are desirable. However, the fundamentals of Maxwellian

and Kelvin-Voigt pseudo-plastic fluid analysis using a TSM resonator and the extraction of

the viscosity in the limit of low frequency, called the static viscosity herein, are well

known, as witnessed by the aforementioned 1959 work of Barlow and Lamb.

[0035] Because of the linearity introduced by the present invention it is now possible to

obtain reasonable estimates of the Maxwellian viscoelastic effects while simultaneously

measuring compressional mode radiation. The mechanical impedance, Zs, (ratio of stress

to the time derivative of strain) is given for the shear wave in the Maxwellian model as



where p is the fluid density, η is the static viscosity of the fluid, µ is the clamped shear

rigidity modulus of the fluid, τ is the molecular relaxation time of the fluid, equal to the

ratio of the static viscosity to the clamped elastic rigidity modulus, γ/µ, and, for Newtonian

fluids, τ = 0 .

[0036] In order to practice aspects of the invention in non-Newtonian fluids, the complex

shear acoustic impedance, Zs, is then squared and the non-Newtonian relaxation time

constant, τ, is obtained by dividing the real part of the square of the shear acoustic

impedance by the product of the frequency and the imaginary part of the square of the

shear acoustic impedance. The imaginary part of the square of the shear acoustic

impedance, the frequency, and the time constant are then employed to obtain the static

viscosity-density product and the clamped elastic rigidity modulus-density product is then

obtained as the static viscosity-density product divided by the relaxation time,

ρ η
p µ =

[0037] In order to assess the role of non-Newtonian relaxation time, an approximation

ignoring compressional effects is given. The results for the device used to generate Fig. 4

are shown in Fig. 5 wherein the scale calibration of the shear impedance and the

compressional effects were ignored. The result was obtained only when viscosity was

sufficiently large to safely ignore compressional effects. For a 5.25 MHz sensor

frequency, the characteristic time of the measurement, l /ω, is on the order of 30 ns.

HT270 at 0°C exhibited 2.9 ns and is still quite Newtonian. The errors associated with

ignoring ω τ2 are 1% in this case. Meaningful Maxwellian influence is seen for the



mineral oils with ω τ2 ~ 1 and a 50% decrease in apparent viscosity for N250 near -25 °C at

5.25 MHz. Efforts to separate the relaxation time effects and the compressional radiation

effects have been hampered by compressional wave reflections.

[0038] The example operating frequency of 5.25 MHz results in a characteristic time of

approximately 30 ns. Operation between an approximate lower limit of 1 MHz and an

approximate upper limit of 25 MHz does not significantly alter the qualitative response of

the sensor to mineral oils but merely shifts the specific relaxation time at which there is an

observable effect. Maxwellian fluids have relaxation times ranging from about 1 ns for

water to tens of nanoseconds for mineral oils to microseconds for silicones. While

correlation is acceptable, a direct correspondence is preferable.

[0039] The methods offered in the Barlow and Lamb prior art and in the 25 application

are limited to the case in which there is no reflection of the compressional mode energy

back into the sensor from an opposing surface. It is therefore one objective to eliminate

reflections and another objective to verify the quality of a measurement based on this

assumption.

[0040] Prior art Fig. 6, taken from the '869 Application, illustrates the steps of measuring

a transfer function (610 iterating over discrete frequency samples, 615 measuring discrete

transfer function values, 620 testing if the iteration is complete, 615 obtaining the transfer

function, and 630 extracting the equivalent circuit through one of many available curve

fitting methods) for the reference state 605 and repeating these steps 655 in a loaded state

650. It also discloses determining input loss parameters 660 and/or input frequency

parameters 665 and calculating output parameters 670 corresponding to the calibrated

loaded state of the device. Finally, it discloses the calculation of relaxation time 675,

dynamic viscosity-density product 678, static viscosity-density product 680, dynamic

rigidity-density product 682, clamped rigidity-density product 685 and compressional

elasticity-density product 690. It is noteworthy that the step of extracting the actual fluid

properties requires independent knowledge of the density, which is a parameter of interest

in its own right. It is also notable that the selection of the equivalent circuit of Fig. l.b and

the selection of only four input parameters restricts the '869 Application to certain

operational conditions with regards to the reflection of radiated compressional energy back

into the device. While the '869 Application offers a means of estimating the fluid



compressional impedance in a finite cell and of determining the compressional elasticity-

density product, there is needed a better method of implementing the computing function

670 employing additional input parameters or of overcoming the reflections in the first

place.

[0041] The '869 application provides for the analysis and instrumentation of AWD

resonant sensors having reflected compressional waves, provided the path length of the

reflections is sufficiently short to allow the use of a lumped element model.

[0042] Judicious installation and design of sensor packaging may overcome reflected

compressional wave issues to within a reasonable limit of accuracy sufficient for a trending

analysis and asset management tool. However, the miniaturization inherent to increasingly

higher operating pressures and the integration of additional sensing structures further

complicates the compressional wave effect. Efforts to mitigate the reflections in a multi-

measurand sensor are reported by J . Andle, R. Haskell and M. Chap, "Electrically Isolated

Thickness Shear Mode Liquid Phase Sensor for High Pressure Environments", 2008 IEEE

Ultrasonics Symposium, pp. 1128-1 133, included in whole in U.S. Provisional Patent

Application, 61/243685 filed 09/18/2009, from which the present application derives.

[0043] The mitigation resulted in a relatively constant motional resistance term due to

viscosity that was approximately equal for the multiple modes and another motional

resistance term that increased with increasing mode number in answer to limitation (d)

above. The methods reviewed above also treat this case, allowing an MMQSHR to

simultaneously measure the viscosity-density product, the compressional modulus-density

product, and the viscoelastic relaxation time in the absence of reflected compressional

mode energy. Careful installation and operation of the sensors allows these conditions to

be met; however, the attendant restrictions are too burdensome on end users. Therefore,

while the prior art has also addressed limitation (e) above to a limited degree, a better

solution is desired.

[0044] Fig. 7 shows a measurement of viscosity-density product in accordance with U. S.

Application 12/780,869 for a measurement set with ("Reflective Fixture - REF")

significant compressional reflections 701 and without ("Antireflective Fixture - AR") 702

significant compressional reflections, as described in the present invention. The reflective

fixture employed a flat, parallel surface opposite the sensor while the antireflective surface



comprised a conically tapered surface intended to scatter the reflections. The reflection

signal's phase is a function of temperature due to the variations of phase velocity with

temperature in the fluid.

[0045] The reflected signal causes an additional loss term at the points of destructive

interference that are misinterpreted as additional viscosity. At the points of constructive

interference the radiated energy is all returned, and the result is equivalent to having no

radiated compressional energy in the first place. It is clear that the prior art method is

incapable of tolerating significant degrees of compressional reflection. While the

antirefiective fixture measurement 702 of Fig. 7 shows considerably less ripple than the

reflective fixture, it is still not a perfect example of anti-reflective fixturing. Furthermore,

some reflection existed in the calibration fixture and is therefore permanently factored into

the sensor response.

[0046] The overall curve of viscosity vs. temperature shows the unwanted influence of the

reflections. However, in any single measurement of the fluid at any given temperature, it

is not possible to tell with any degree of certainty whether or not the data is corrupted by

the value of the measurement itself. It is only apparent that compressional reflections are

significant when viewing the data as a whole.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0047] The present invention discloses multi-measurand device structures that control the

reflection of radiated compressional energy back into the piezoelectric sensing element.

The present invention also discloses methods of instrumentation that detect, compensate,

or utilize the reflection of compressional energy. Note that in embodiments, the fluid is

conductive, serving as a ground electrode.

[0048] A method for simultaneous determination of physical properties of a fluid utilizing

an acoustic wave device (AWD) sensor having at least two resonant modes, said modes

comprising predominantly horizontally polarized shear waves, comprising the steps of:

measuring a transfer function of said AWD sensor over a frequency range of interest about

at least two resonant frequencies corresponding to said at least two resonant modes;

decomposing said transfer function into basis functions, each of said basis functions being



descriptive of a specific resonance of said AWD sensor; and deriving said physical

properties of said fluid from coefficients of said basis functions describing said transfer

function of said AWD sensor, wherein at least one of said basis functions is further

descriptive of finite-geometry fluid resonance, and wherein said at least one of said basis

functions incorporates a frequency dependence of said transfer function deviating from a

lumped element equivalent circuit.

[0049] A method comprising: decomposing said measured transfer function into basis

functions describing ideal resonances in absence of reflections; obtaining error function

about a first resonance, being a deviation between measured data and sum of said basis

functions, then modeling said error function as a first oscillatory function; refitting said

measured transfer function to a first basis function of a first resonance after subtracting

said first oscillatory function from measured data; obtaining error functions about

additional resonances, being differences between said measured data and said sum of said

basis functions, then modeling said error functions as additional oscillatory functions;

refitting said measured transfer function to additional basis functions of said additional

resonances after subtracting said additional oscillatory functions from said measured data

in each frequency interval about said additional resonances; evaluating residual error;

repeating said steps of obtaining an error function about a first resonance, refitting error-

compensated first resonance to a basis function, obtaining an error function about each of

additional resonances, again refitting each of said error-compensated additional resonances

to additional basis functions, and evaluating until said error is minimized; and obtaining

basis functions descriptive of each selected resonant mode of said transfer function

compensated for errors from reflections.

[0050] A method comprising: expressing at least one of said basis functions as sum of a

series resonance basis function and a transmission line basis function, estimating basis

functions from intervals of a transfer function corresponding to frequency ranges about

resonant frequencies of said at least two modes, ignoring transmission line effects on first

iteration; partitioning basis function of first mode resonance into terms associated with a

first ideal R-L-C resonance and a first series transmission line; partitioning basis function

of additional mode resonances into terms associated with additional ideal R-L-C

resonances and additional series transmission lines; repeating said steps of estimating,



partitioning said basis function of said first mode resonance, and partitioning said basis

function of said additional mode resonances until remaining error is minimized; and

determining parameters from ideal resonances of said at least two modes, and from

transmission line of at least one mode, said parameters reflective of said physical

properties of said fluid.

[0051] A method comprising: determining compressional wave velocity of said fluid from

periodicity of said oscillatory functions knowing separation distance (H).

[0052] A method comprising: ignoring said oscillatory functions and, employing

coefficients of said basis functions to obtain input parameters to a computing function,

outputs of which are representative of said physical properties of said fluid, wherein said

input parameters are compensated for distortions of ripple.

[0053] A method further wherein said basis functions employed are sufficiently accurate to

incorporate influence of fluid resonances, further comprising: decomposing a compensated

transfer function comprising a sum of said basis functions into a sum of new basis

functions, each of said new basis functions being descriptive of a specific resonance of said

AWD; deriving said physical properties of said fluid from coefficients of said new basis

functions of said AWD sensor; wherein at least one new basis function is further

descriptive of said finite-geometry fluid resonance; wherein said at least one basis function

incorporates a frequency dependence of said transfer function deviating from said lumped

element equivalent circuit; further comprising: expressing at least one of said new basis

functions as sum of a series resonance basis function and a transmission line basis

function; estimating said new basis functions from the intervals of the said compensated

transfer function corresponding to frequency ranges about resonant frequencies of SAID at

least two modes, ignoring transmission line effects on first iteration; partitioning said new

basis function of said first mode resonance into terms associated with a first ideal R-L-C

resonance and a first series transmission line; partitioning said new basis function of said

additional mode resonances into terms associated with additional ideal R-L-C resonances

and additional series transmission lines; repeating said steps of estimating, partitioning said

basis function of said first mode resonance, and partitioning SAID basis function of SAID

additional mode resonances until remaining error is minimized; and determining



parameters from ideal resonances of said at least two modes, and from transmission line of

at least one mode, said parameters reflective of said fluid properties.

[0054] A method further comprising: decomposing said transfer function into families of

at least one basis function, each of said families being descriptive of a specific resonance

of said AWD, and each said transfer function within said family being descriptive of a

fluid-device interaction for said resonance.

[0055] A method wherein different basis functions are employed on at least two successive

iterations, producing a final decomposition.

[0056] A method wherein different new basis functions are employed on at least two

successive iterations, producing a final decomposition.

[0057] A method wherein employing said coefficients of said basis functions to obtain

input parameters to a computing function, outputs of which are representative of said

physical properties of said fluid, comprises: wherein at least two of said input parameters

are loss parameters, wherein at least two of said input parameters are frequency

parameters, wherein at least one of said input parameters is a function of motional

capacitance of a first resonance, said function being linearly independent of other input

parameters, and wherein at least one of said input parameters is a function of motional

capacitance of a second resonance, said function being linearly independent of said other

input parameters.

[0058] An acoustic wave device (AWD) sensor for simultaneous determination of fluid

properties, said device comprising: at least one solid structure opposite a surface of said

AWD, defining finite extents of a fluid to be measured, said structure being anti-reflective

to compressional waves propagating away from said surface of said AWD, preventing

reflection of compressional waves that would interact with said AWD, thereby altering

response of said AWD, and allowing dual mode viscosity sensor responses to be utilized

for measurement of said fluid properties and correlation.

[0059] A device wherein said AWD is loaded with fluid on both surfaces and said at least

one solid structure comprises solid structures opposite both surfaces of said AWD.

[0060] A device wherein said solid structure opposite a surface of said AWD comprises

apertures allowing compressional waves to propagate away from said surface of said AWD



unimpeded, preventing reflection of compressional waves that would interact with said

AWD, thereby altering response of said AWD; said apertures allowing compressional

waves to pass through said solid structure and being effectively anti-reflective, and

allowing dual mode viscosity sensor responses to be utilized for measurement of said fluid

properties and correlation.

[0061] A device wherein said solid structure opposite a surface of said AWD comprising

textures, said textures randomly reflecting said compressional waves, preventing coherent

reflection of said compressional waves that would interact with said AWD, thereby

altering response of said AWD; said textures being effectively anti-reflective, and allowing

dual mode viscosity sensor responses to be utilized for measurement of said fluid

properties and correlation.

[0062] A device comprising an antireflective layer disposed upon said solid surface.

[0063] A device wherein said solid structure comprises at least one electrode of an

integrated subsystem for measuring fluid electrical properties.

[0064] A device wherein said antireflective layer on said solid surface comprises one

electrode of an integrated subsystem for measuring fluid electrical properties.

[0065] A device comprising antireflective supports.

[0066] A device wherein said measurement of fluid properties comprises at least one of

fluid density, fluid viscosity, fluid relaxation time, fluid sound velocity, fluid acoustic

attenuation, and fluid elasticity.

[0067] A multi-measurand fluid sensor system comprising: a multi-mode, quasi-shear-

horizontal resonator (MMQSHR) AWD sensor; at least one proximate, effectively parallel,

acoustically reflective surface; a fluid in a region between a surface of said sensor and said

at least one surface; and wherein said at least one acoustically reflective surface reflects

acoustic waves, said system providing for compressional wave resonances between said

AWD and said acoustically reflective surface, said compressional fluid resonances coupled

to said sensor quasi-shear-horizontal resonances, said compressional fluid resonances

altering nominal transfer function of said sensor, said alterations being independently

reflective of density of said fluid and compressional elastic modulus of said fluid.



[0068] A sensor system wherein a surface of said resonator is contoured, being

functionally parallel to an acoustically reflective surface.

[0069] A sensor system wherein said at least one acoustically reflective surface comprises

an electrode of a measurement cell for determining electrical properties of said fluid.

[0070] A sensor system wherein said surface of said sensor comprises an electrode of a

measurement cell for determining electrical properties of said fluid.

[0071] A sensor system wherein at least one perforated solid structure is located between

said surface of said AWD and said acoustically reflective surface.

[0072] A sensor system wherein said at least one perforated solid structure comprise

electrodes for a measurement cell for determining electrical properties of said fluid.

[0073] A sensor system wherein said sensor is located between two mutually reflective

surfaces, forming a compressional resonance therebetween.

[0074] A sensor system comprising separation value (H) selected such that, at a nominal

operating temperature and fluid composition, input impedance of resonance of said fluid is

purely real.

[0075] A sensor system wherein said input impedance corresponds to a minimum

compressional motional resistance.

[0076] A sensor system wherein said input impedance corresponds to a maximum

compressional motional resistance.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0077] Figure 1 presents (a) the prior art Butterworth VanDyke equivalent circuit model of

the simple TSM sensor and (b) the prior art equivalent circuit model of the MMQSHR.

[0078] Figure 2 presents a prior art instrumentation circuit capable of obtaining the real

and imaginary parts of the transfer admittance.

[0079] Figure 3 is a prior art graph showing the effects of non-linearity of the sensitivity of

motional resistance to fluid shear acoustic impedance as sqrt(viscoelasticity * density).



[0080] Figure 4 presents a graph of the sensor linearized in accordance with the prior art in

the absence of compressional reflections. The offset due to compressional radiation and

the effects of Maxwellian relaxation times are now evident.

[0081] Figure 5 is an estimate of the relaxation time in accordance with the prior art

ignoring the effects of compressional radiation and reflection.

[0082] Figure 6 illustrates a prior art method of determining fluid properties from

equivalent circuit parameters according to the prior art.

[0083] Figure 7 compares the response of a sensor to a mineral oil measured in a prior art

reflective fixture (solid squares) with the same sensor measured in a relatively

antireflective fixture of the present invention (open squares).

[0084] Figure 8 illustrates (a) the integration of conductivity and dielectric (CD)

measurement electrodes and the associated fluid compressional resonance, (b) the creation

of an operationally antireflective electrode by perforation, and (c) a top view of the CD

electrodes with an elliptical aperture to match the fundamental mode of a Y-cut LGS

MMQSHR.

[0085] Figure 9 illustrates (a) an alternate embodiment employing an immersible,

symmetrically-bonded MMQSHR with symmetric antireflective CD cells. Also illustrated

(b) is the introduction of intentional reflections at a length greater than the scale of the CD

electrodes providing a defined and controlled fluid resonance.

[0086] Figure 10 illustrates alternate means of attaining an antireflective electrode or an

antireflective fixture.

[0087] Figure 11.a illustrates the growing variability in motional capacitance, as estimated

by the fitting methods using only the real part of a transfer function, with increasing

compressional reflections. Fig. l l.b shows the motional resistance for the same

measurement.

[0088] Figure 1 illustrates the effects of slow ripple on the measured transfer functions of

the MMQSHR. The baseline data with an antireflective fixture (solid line) is compared to

5 mm separation to titanium (fine dash) and air (heavy dash).

[0089] Figure 13 is an equivalent circuit of the MMQSHR according to the present

invention.



[0090] Figure 14 shows the distortions of the frequency dependent motional resistance due

to the reflections.

[0091] Figure 15 illustrates the superior results of an inverse-polynomial deconvolution of

peaks when the polynomial order is increased from quadratic to 6th order and 1 th order.

[0092] Figure 16 illustrates the ripple in the measured data of an MMQSHR's transfer

conductance due to compressional waveguiding effects.

[0093] Figure 1 is a flow chart of the method used to fit the measured data into separate

resonant mode basis functions and periodic ripple functions.

[0094] Figure 18 is a flow chart of the method used to fit the measured data to a sum of

resonant mode basis functions and series transmission line properties of the compressional

modes in fluid.

[0095] Figure 19 illustrates a method of determining fluid properties from equivalent

circuit parameters according to the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0096] The following detailed description provides example embodiments of the presently

claimed invention with references to the accompanying drawings. The description is

intended to be illustrative and not limiting the scope of the present invention.

Embodiments are described in sufficient detail to enable one of ordinary skill in the art to

practice the subject invention. Other embodiments may be practiced with some variations

without departing from the spirit or scope of the subject invention.

[0097] The present invention includes a fusion of sensor principles with the design and

operation of the various subsystems advantageously integrated. In particular, the invention

relates to the integration of a thickness shear mode (TSM) or similar resonant sensor into a

fluid environment having finite dimensions, preferably defined by one or more sensing

structures associated with one or more integrated sensing electrodes. The preferred TSM

sensor is a multi-mode, quasi-shear-horizontal resonator (MMQSHR) sensor with a

proximate, effectively-parallel, acoustically-reflective surface having a fluid in the

intervening region. The MMQSHR may be of the thickness field excited coupled



thickness shear or coupled thickness twist modes of U.S. Application No. 12/036,125, or

the alternate lateral field excited linearly and circularly polarized shear modes, as disclosed

in U.S. Application 12/404,288, entitled 'Improved Lateral Excitation of Pure Shear

Modes', to Andle, Haskell, and Stevens, and filed March 14, 2009. The MMQSHR of

either excitation may comprise a single piezoelectric sensing element, a sensing element

consisting of symmetrically bonded piezoelectric substrates as disclosed in U.S.

Application No. 2009/0309,453, entitled "Electro Acoustic Sensor for High Pressure

Environments", to Andle, filed 20 April 2006, or an asymmetric composite of a

piezoelectric substrate and another material as disclosed in U.S. Application No.

12/202,431, entitled "Asymmetric Composite Acoustic Wave Sensor", to Andle and

Haskell, and filed 2 Sep 2008. For the purposes of the present application these shall all be

collectively referred to as resonant acoustic wave device (AWD) sensors. One or both

surfaces may be loaded by a fluid, and one or both surfaces may have a corresponding

reflection of compressional energy. The cases are all readily incorporated into the present

disclosure through proper consideration of symmetry and various factors of 2 and are

collectively disclosed and discussed as single side loading for simplicity.

[0098] In one group of embodiments, there are provided antireflective structures that allow

the reflection coefficient of the incidentally radiated compressional energy to be

sufficiently minimized. As seen in Fig. 6, the device itself may be antireflective but may

still suffer reflections due to installation. These antireflective structures are best used with

methods that detect and/or compensate the measurement result against the residual

reflections. In doing so, the combination of the device and the method offer a more

reliable system for measuring a physical property, such as viscoelasticity of the fluid, while

reducing the constraints on installation and end use.

[0099] It is an object of the current invention to detect unwanted compressional resonances

that couple to the sensor's desired resonances and to further indicate the relative quality of

the sensor measurement using only the parameters already available at the time of

measurement.

[00100] It is a further object of the current invention to measure and to compensate the

distortions caused by unwanted compressional resonances, easing the installation and

operating conditions imposed upon an end user.



[00101] In another group of embodiments, there are provided structures that produce

consistent reflection coefficients of the radiated compressional energy. Providing a

consistent reflection coefficient simplifies the use of methods to compensate the

measurement result when it is impossible to attain antireflective opposing surfaces.

[00102] In yet another group of embodiments, there are provided structures that

maximize the reflection coefficients of the radiated compressional energy and optimize the

associated path length to obtain a consistent standing wave pattern and an associated

functional form of the compressional wave impedance to the AWD. Providing a large

reflection coefficient provides the largest possible variation between constructive and

destructive interference points, allowing methods to instrument the reflected signals

despite high propagation loss and relatively large path lengths between the sensor surface

and the opposing reflective surface. Such an arrangement allows the instrumentation to

extract additional fiuid property information from the effects of the reflections.

[00103] Meanwhile, the properly designed fluid cell will have only a finite reflection

coefficient on the opposing surface, eliminating a fast oscillatory error term in the fluid

associated with a highly dispersive wave guiding phenomenon, discussed below. While

the oscillatory error function is related to fiuid properties, the associated wave guiding

conditions are often too unstable to be employed in reproducible instrumentation.

Nonetheless, in these cases this so-called "fast ripple" may be modeled, fit to a function,

and eliminated from the remaining analysis. This allows the error source to be corrected.

Finally, it is seen that only a fluid-air or a fiuid-crystal-air boundary has sufficiently low

reflection loss to allow this effect. Therefore, the fast ripple is available as a form of

bubble detector in certain embodiments.

[00104] It is a further object of the current invention to obtain additional information on

the physical properties of the fluid from the measurement of the distortions caused by the

interaction of compressional wave resonances in the fluid with shear resonances in the

sensor element. Such a system was disclosed in the '869 application; however the analysis

therein is provided in terms of a lumped element model. The steps required to optimize

refiected waves for this purpose may not be compatible with the lumped element model.

Furthermore, the '869 application did not teach specifically how to optimize the refiected

waves.



[00105] To this end, there is given a device, system, and method in which the reflections

are maximized and controlled such that the specific influences of the compressional

resonances result in instrumentable features correlated to the elastic modulus, elastic loss

coefficient, and mass density.

[00106] The preferred embodiment of the present invention provides for the

instrumentation of compressional wave resonances of a fluid in contact with a resonant

AWD sensor, most preferably a multi-mode, quasi-shear-horizontal resonator (MMQSHR)

sensor having an integrated conductivity-dielectric sensor element pair opposite the

MMQSHR sensing surface. The coupled resonances are instrumented and their properties

are used to extract density and compressibility modulus information.

[00107] In some cases, such as reflections from the opposite face of a fluid cell or the

integration of conductivity-dielectric (CD) measurement electrodes, the reflective surface

is a byproduct of the integration and installation of the sensing elements. In other cases,

the reflective surface may be deliberately introduced to provide a defined and controlled

reflection condition and simplify installation.

[00108] One aspect of the current invention relates to the detection of unwanted

reflected compressional wave energy and the associated distortions. In order to practice

such a method, it is desirable that either there be no surface opposite the piezoelectric

surface or that the opposing surface be altered to suppress reflections.

[00109] In one case of particular interest the proximate surface is a parallel plate

electrode of a conductivity or dielectric constant (CD) measurement cell. The opposing

surface reflects acoustic waves back at the MMQSHR resonator unless rendered

operationally antirefiective. Such antirefiective electrodes allow generated compressional

waves to travel through the electrodes, thereby simplifying viscosity, density, and elasticity

measurements based on prior art measurement principles that are independent of the

reflected signal. Fig. 8.a shows an AWD sensor 801 in a sealed housing 804 with fluid

loading on a single, exposed side having a reflective conductivity and dielectric (CD)

probe 802, 803 proximate the sensor. A multiply-reflected compressional resonance 805 is

established in the fluid between the sensor and the inner electrode 802. Fig. 8.b shows the

same sensor with an operationally antirefiective CD probe formed by selectively removing

material 811, 812 from the CD electrodes 802, 803 in order to allow radiated energy 813 to



propagate away from the sensor. Fig. 8.c shows a top view of electrodes 802, 803 with

apertures 811, 812. Fig. 8.a also shows an electrical excitation and measurement within

the enclosure 804 and electrical interconnections of a driven outer electrode 803 coupled

for CD measurement to the enclosure 804 of the AWD by a resistor 806 while providing

RF ground to the enclosure via capacitor 807. Note that a solid structure having at least

one aperture is a perforated electrode.

[00110] Fig. 9.a illustrates a symmetric bonded resonator with symmetric CD electrodes

having operationally antireflective apertures. Composite AWD 901 is placed

symmetrically between operationally antireflective CD electrodes 902, 903, 904, and 905.

The entire structure is immersed, and radiated compressional waves propagate through

apertures 906, 907, 908, and 909. Fig. 9.b illustrates the same device with a reflective

enclosure providing a controlled propagation path and reflection condition to the AWD.

Composite AWD 901 and electrodes 902, 903, 904, and 905 are placed between controlled

and optimally located reflectors 910, 911 to create fluid resonances 912, 913. Note that the

solid surface may comprise a fluid containment cell, electrodes for fluid electrical property

measurements or mechanical supports and struts for positioning the AWD, by way of non-

limiting examples.

[00111] One approach to the suppression of compressional wave reflections is to

remove the CD electrode material opposite the active acoustic area of the device, as

illustrated in Fig. 8.b and Fig. 8.c. This approach, having apertures or holes that can be

any shape approximately related to the shape of the energy trapping of the acoustic modes,

allows the radiated energy to continue, unimpeded, into the bulk of the fluid as illustrated

by arrows 813. The most interesting shapes are circular or elliptical. For Y-cut LGS the

energy trapping of a metal electrode is optimally elliptical for a fundamental and fifth

harmonic and is optimally approximately circular at third harmonic. The remaining

portion of the electrode or other proximate parallel reflective surface will be called a CD

parallel ring electrode throughout the remainder of the text.

[00112] While perforation prevents strong reflection of compressional waves that would

otherwise interact with the viscosity sensor surface, thus altering the device response, the

transmitted wave may subsequently be reflected back through the aperture. In this manner,

the perforated CD electrodes are a specific embodiment of an operationally antireflective



electrode and their efficacy is limited by the propagation loss of the fluid and the

installation details. Coupled with a method to validate the quality of the data by detecting

undesired reflections or to compensate the reflections incidental to installation, this

electrode design addresses the needs of mitigating the influence of compressional modes

on the shear mode sensor.

[00113] Several schemes to implement an antireflective electrode or surface are

illustrated in Fig. 10. Fig. lO.a illustrates the sensor 801 and a normally reflective material

1003 with fluid therebetween. Antireflective coating 1004 is one quarter of an acoustic

wavelength thick and has compressional acoustic impedance being approximately the

geometric mean of the fluid impedance and that of the normally reflective material. For

example, stainless steel has a compressional impedance of 30xl0 6 and a nominal value of

fluid impedance is 1.5xl0 6. An antireflective layer would ideally have compressional

impedance on the order of 6.7xl0 6. Since even a light metal, such as aluminum, has an

impedance of 17xl0 6, it is clear that polymer films would be required.

[00114] In one embodiment, the reflective material is assumed to be sufficiently thick

that the opposite boundary is not a source of reflections. In another embodiment the

opposing surface is also coated with an antireflective coating 1005. Generally, the

polycrystalline nature of most metals and the plastic losses of most polymers assure that

the region 1003 will be sufficiently thick for many choices of material.

[00115] Fig. lO.b illustrates an alternate embodiment, in which the surface 1010 of

reflective media 1011 is textured so as to randomly diffract 1012 the incident acoustic

wave 1002. The absence of coherent reflections is sufficient to eliminate the influence of

the reflected energy. Both methods are - to some degree - dependent on wavelength of

sound in the fluid and are effective only over certain ranges of operation. A limiting case

of Fig. lO.b, consisting of a single, conical projection, was employed to collect the data

702 of Fig. 7.

[00116] Fig. 10.C illustrates yet another method of accomplishing this, wherein the

electrode itself is the antireflective coating. The goal is to select a combination of

electrode materials with acoustic impedances and phase thicknesses such that the incident

signal from the fluid is not reflected. One such solution employs an electrode 1021 with

thickness λ/4 having the surface opposite the fluid loaded by a damping material 1022 of



impedance, Z . The electrode metal has impedance, ZM, being approximately the

geometric mean of the damping material impedance and the fluid impedance, Z . Since

the fluids of interest may have changes in impedance between -50°C and +150°C of 3:1,

this approach is limited to certain operating conditions. Another approach is to spatially

modulate the impedance of the metal as seen by the fluid. This may be accomplished

through perforations, corrugations, or patterned coatings of the CD electrodes that vary on

a scale comparable to the compressional wavelength in the fluid and is a generalization of

Fig. lO.b.

[00117] Collectively, schemes to render an electrode antireflective are parallel means to

achieve a common goal of the present invention and the removal of material, creation of an

antireflective medium, and creation of a diffractive scattering surface are but three such

approaches. Any such opposing electrode shall be deemed an "antireflective electrode"

and any such opposing surface shall be deemed an "antireflective surface" if the electrode

or surface has been treated or coated to eliminate or substantially reduce reflections.

[00118] Regardless of the approach through which reflections are mitigated, there will

always exist residual reflections of incident compressional reflections. No practical

scheme of providing an antireflective environment will remain properly antireflective over

large changes in fluid properties. It is understood that the operational limits related to fluid

property variations might limit operating conditions over which a surface or electrode is

antireflective. In situations where this distinction is germane, the electrode or surface will

be deemed "operationally antireflective". The exact level of reflection coefficients that

may be deemed antireflective is a matter of engineering choice. Requirements might vary

from as high a reflection coefficient at -10 dB to as low a reflection coefficient as -40 dB

power reflection (approximately 0.3 to 0.01 magnitude reflection). Note that primary

influence of compressional reflections is to provide a transfer function that deviates from

the lumped element model due to the finite phase shifts of the fluid resonance. The

deviations, taken as a difference or as a ratio, from an ideal representation of the transfer

function by lumped elements represents the role of transmission line or waveguide

properties of the fluid resonance. Their frequency slope or dispersion offers information

about the compressional sound velocity of the fluid.



[001 19] In the prior art, the motional capacitance is employed to linearize the motional

resistance change under fluid loading to obtain a loss parameter. It is further used to

linearize the motional inductance change under fluid loading to obtain a frequency or

phase parameter. However, the capacitance, itself, is not employed in the prior art. Thus,

three independent pieces of information are obtained from each acoustic resonant

transmission path, yet only two of these are used in the system of linear equations. One

such system of equations from the '869 application presents the shear and compressional

impedance of the fluid in terms of a matrix computing function taking the loss and phase

parameters as

where Zos is the shear impedance of the sensor, Zoc is the compressional impedance of the

sensor, the K x are four calibration parameters and the loss and phase parameters, Lmn, and

P m of the anharmonic resonant modes of the MMQSHR are optimally normalized. The

shear impedance is given in terms of the frequency, ω, density, p, viscosity, η, and

relaxation time, τ, as

and the compressional acoustic impedance of a finite fluid layer with thickness H is given

as

In the absence of compressional wave reflections, the impedance is purely real and is

. With compressional reflections in a fluid with finite propagation loss, a , height, H,



, and a characteristic impedance of the opposing material. Zopp =

ce approaches Zopp for very short lines, has an oscillatory but

decaying behavior for moderate line lengths and asymptotically approaches for long

lines. For Newtonian fluids only the real part of Zs need be considered and the equations

of the ' 125 application result.

[00120] The existence of an imaginary part of Zc is indicative of compressional

reflections. As such, the imaginary part being non-zero is an indication that the electrode

or other structure is not operationally antireflective. There is provided a means of

detecting and quantifying unwanted compressional reflections.

[00121] In one aspect of the invention it is noted that the motional capacitance estimated

from the curvature of the real part of the transfer admittance varies minimally and

systematically with the viscoelastic and unreflected compressional loading of the sensor,

whereas reflected compressional energy modulates this estimate of the motional

capacitance observed from fitting the real part of the transfer function to an equivalent

circuit model. There exist at least two causes of this. One is a numerical issue relating to

the apparent change of curvature of the resonant peak of the transfer function when the

period of the fluid resonance is close to the bandwidth of the resonance. In this case,

deformations of the resonant shape may defeat certain numerically simple approaches to

fitting an equivalent circuit. The second case relates to the perturbation of the resonance

by the fluid resonance when the fluid resonance cannot be reasonably modeled by lumped

elements. This is discussed in detail below.

[00122] In at least one aspect of the invention, modulation of the motional capacitance

from an expected result is employed to detect the quality of a fluid property measurement.

Fig. 11.a shows the motional capacitance of the two modes of an MMQSHR over

temperature in a mineral oil with (1103, 1105) and without (1104, 1106) mitigating the

reflections of compressional energy. The mitigation is incomplete and it is known that,

absent any reflections, the motional capacitance follows a well-behaved, nearly-linear

temperature dependence as indicated by lines 1101 and 1102. The motional capacitance of

the devices of Fig. 6 are shown with (solid symbols) and without (open symbols)



intentional reflection for the 0 ° (squares) and 180° (diamonds) modes. In one device a flat

steel surface is spaced opposite the MMQSHR while in the other a 45° conical shape is

used to scatter the reflections in accordance with one embodiment of Fig. 9.b. It is seen

that the motional capacitance deviates dramatically from the baseline value. The

deviations are significantly worse for the 0 ° mode than for the 180° mode and significantly

worse for the flat reflective surface than for the conical antireflective surface. It is also

clear from the figures that the suppression of reflections by the simple conical taper of the

surface is incomplete.

[00123] Fig. ll.b shows the difference between the mode 0 and mode 180 values of the

capacitive reactance and the motional resistance. The differential capacitive reactance with

the flat opposing surface 1111 and the differential resistance for the same measurement

1112 are seen to exhibit ripple from the reflectionless reactance 1113 and resistance 1114

that are out of phase with each other. Therefore, while the capacitance alone gave an

inconsistent picture of the presence of reflections in Fig. 11.a, the combination of

capacitive reactance and resistance differentials between the modes provides an indication

under all phase conditions. With respect to the input parameters of the '869 Application,

the individual motional resistances are already incorporated as the loss parameters, so the

differential resistance is implicitly available to the computing functions. Taken with the

differential capacitive reactance, it may be employed to detect unwanted compressional

reflections. Methods explicitly using the differential capacitance, differential resistance, or

both are contemplated. More importantly, the differential capacitive reactance and

differential resistance of each higher order mode with respect to the zero* (180°) mode

may be employed as an additional N-l input parameters for an N-mode sensor. It is

understood that any mode may arbitrarily be called the 0th mode. In the present example of

a dual mode sensor, there would now be five or six measured input parameters. In

principle, this allows at least five fluid properties to be measured.

[00124] The effect of the compressional reflections is to return energy at a variable

phase to the shear resonance. The effects of reflected signals on frequency and on loss

were disclosed and claimed in the '869 Application. Fig. ll.a and Fig. ll.b note a change

in the motional capacitance due to the reflections, separate from the frequency shift, which

was not anticipated in the '869 Application. When in phase or out of phase, these



reflections raise or lower the measured motional resistance, as seen in Fig. 12. Typically

the decrease in motional resistance (increase in |Re[Y2 i]|) is small and increases in

resistance (decreases in |Re[Y
2 1

]|) are more substantial, as seen in the figure. It is also seen

that when the reflected compressional wave is constructive for the 0 ° mode, it is

destructive for the 180° mode and vice versa, hence the differential signal is responsive to

compressional energy reflected back to the sensor. It should be noted that any increase in

Y2 1 (decrease in resistance) is limited and cannot exceed the result of cancelling the value

of the antirefiective radiation resistance; however the increase in resistance may be infinite

at resonance conditions and Y
2 1

may become zero.

[00125] Any other phase component of the reflected signal is at least partially reactive

and alters either the motional inductance or capacitance, depending on the phase shift.

Again, a frequency increase for the 0 ° mode will tend to correspond to a frequency

decrease for the 180° mode and vice versa. Also notable is that the motional capacitance

of the two modes is changing with the reflection, as seen in Figs. 11.a and ll.b and as seen

in the changing curvature of the modes in Fig. 12. There is seen a decrease in the

magnitude of the motional capacitance and (predominantly) an increase in the motional

resistance for the modes that varies cyclically with the phase of the reflected compressional

wave relative to the shear resonance of the MMQSHR.

[00126] By comparing the deviation of the motional capacitance from the value in air

against the other measured values, it is possible to quantify the degree of the distortions in

at least some cases. The change of motional capacitance with certain viscoelastic loadings

has been reported in the prior art for fluid loading by Arnau, Jiminez, and Sogorb, in their

paper entitled "Thickness shear mode quartz crystals in viscoelastic fluid media", JAP

88(8), pp. 4498-4506 (2000); however they did not address reflected energy. There are

also artifacts of the curve fitting process in the prior art that result in reproducible errors in

calculating the motional capacitance. These systematic errors are further indicative of the

reflected energy as the measured data ceases to agree with the basis functions of the

resonator in anti-reflective environments.

[00127] It is seen that the additional information carried in the motional capacitance

may be used to detect imbalances in the loss and frequency parameters due to

compressional wave reflections. Since the results are sometimes in balance, even with



reflections, the method of using the motional capacitance alone is only of limited value

compared to using both the motional capacitance and the differential imbalance of the

R C term.

[00128] The previous figures and discussions all relate to data sets with slowly-varying

compressional mode distortion. The following data shall illustrate the significant influence

of reflected compressional modes. The MCF's frequency response is characterized by two

desired modes. The first mode is the symmetric mode, corresponding to a 180° electrical

phase shift, while the second mode is the anti-symmetric mode corresponding to a 0°

electrical phase shift.

[00129] The symmetric mode is very similar in mode shape to the one -port resonator.

Therefore, the sensitivity of surface impedance (Zs) is dominated by (ρη)½ with only a

small component of sensitivity to (ρκ)½ due to compressional wave radiation determined

by its relatively flat cos((0n+5)x/L) mode shape distribution across the resonator. The

compressional to shear wave ratio, θ0, is approximately (5L/t)2 for a crystal of thickness, t,

where δ 1.

[00130] The sensitivity of the anti-symmetric mode is also dominated by (ρη)½.

However, due to its steeper mode distribution, sin((n+5')x/L), across the surface of the

resonator, it will have approximately three to four times the compressional wave radiation

of the symmetric mode. The compressional to shear wave ratio, θι, is approximately

((l+5')L/t) 2 for a crystal of thickness, t . Typically δ ' < δ, but the values are similar in good

designs. The sensitivity ratio is approximately

θι/ θ0 ~ ((1+ δ ')/ δ)2

and is determined by the device energy trapping parameters, δ and δ ' , which are always

less than 1. The sensitivity to Zc is approximately increased by a factor of at least four

over that of the symmetric mode when δ and δ ' 1. Given the elasticity of the fluid, use

of data from the two modes allows the extraction of density and viscosity given that the

two modes have comparable sensitivity to Zs and differentially significant sensitivity to

Zc. Conversely, given the density, it is possible to calculate the elasticity and viscosity.

[00131] An approach and method for a pair of single-mode resonators was proposed by

Kim et al. using a singly rotated and a doubly rotated resonator pair, wherein the model



estimated ∆ (Ζ) with Zc = (ρ )½. The present invention allows a single resonator to

perform the same measurement using two anharmonics but to also obtain a measure of the

compressional wave fluid velocity, V = (κ/ρ)½.

[00132] The above offers a means to detect imbalances in the measurement due to

reflected compressional energy. What is desired is a method and device that will allow

these reflected signals to probe the bulk of the fluid and provide additional information. In

principle, since the model of Fig. 1 has six independent pieces of information, it should be

possible to extract up to six fluid properties; however the acoustic impedances of the fluid

always present the product of density and another parameter. Therefore, it is not possible

to extract density from the equivalent circuit of Fig. 1 without knowledge of other

parameters. The distortions due to reflected compressional energy over a finite path length

offer the necessary data, since the phase shift of the reflected signal is related to the

velocity of the sound wave in the fluid, which is (κ/ρ)1/2 . Having the ability to extract the

sound velocity and the compressional impedance allows separation of variables and the

determination of density.

[00133] It is recognized that the fluid of finite geometry represents a waveguide

resonator. The simplest mode of such a resonator is a pseudo-plane wave between the two

reflective faces and may be treated as a transmission line with an impedance mismatch at

the opposite end. A significant observation is that the impedance at the input of the

compressional wave transmission line cannot be approximated by lumped elements over an

arbitrarily wide band and that the deviation from the ideal lumped element model depends

on the phase term that is the product of the radian frequency and fluid thickness divided by

the velocity of sound in the fluid, H/V . The same is true of the piezoelectric sensor

resonance; however over any reasonable fluid loading the deviation of the lumped element

model from the more exact transmission line model is negligible. Since the fluid is

typically operating in a harmonic of the fundamental resonance, the range over which

lumped element models are accurate is correspondingly more limited. Under judicious

design conditions, the quality factor of the resonance in the fluid will introduce measurable

deviations from the lumped element equivalent model. The deviations of the transmission

line from simple lumped element approximations will become evident and will be

indicative of the phase velocity and/or physical length of the fluid transmission line.



[00134] Fig. 13 presents a proposed expansion of the equivalent circuit of the

MMQSHR. The model elements of Fig. 1 are repeated with their original designators.

The additional features consist of two transmission lines 1301, 1303 and two terminating

impedances, 1302, 1304, describing the slow resonance of the fluid and an additional two

transmission lines 1305, 1306, describing the transmitted waveguide mode. The

transmission lines have unique impedances and lengths, since they have unique m and

numbers of bounces. In practice, when compressional reflections are intentionally

generated, Zopp » Z0. The transmission lines are weighted by the electrical to mechanical

transformation and also by the compressional to shear coupling factor.

[00135] Modeling the sensor to incorporate the effects of the fluid resonances and wave-

guiding results in the circuit model in Fig. 13 by fitting the overall response to three

subsystems per acoustic mode resonance. One subsystem is the series electrical resonance

that is the traditional motional resonance of the resonant mode in the crystal, Zml , Zm2, . . .

(the "ideal resonance"). This impedance is comprised of an inductance, Lm, a capacitance,

Cm, and a resistance, Rm. In series with these motional terms of the ideal resonance, there

is embedded a series path representing the one dimensional resonance of the compressional

wave in the fluid ("Series Transmission Line"). This subsystem is scaled by a transformer

(not shown and implicit to the values calculated) whose turns ratio is a property of the

crystal, ( m/ Cm(psC effs)1 )1 2 , where m is the shear-to-compressional conversion, Cm is

the motional capacitance, ps is the substrate density, and Ceffs is the substrate elastic

modulus of the substrate. The transformer is loaded by a transmission line describing the

fluid. When Zopp = ( m/ C m(psC effs)1 2) ( ρ) 1 or when the line length is infinite, then the

transmission line simplifies to a simple compressional radiation contribution to the

motional resistance as in the prior art. Typically, Ceffs is C22s .

[00136] Completing the circuit is a shunt path associated with fast ripple of the

waveguide mode for each resonance ("Periodic Ripple Function"), which is modeled as a

dispersive waveguide seen through transformers converting shear to compressional and

back. The waveguide is assumed to be sufficiently lossy as to allow multiple reflections to

be ignored. This fast ripple occurs only in anomalous conditions and is highly unstable. In

the discussions that follow, it is assumed that this fast ripple if filtered from the data and



so-called measured data is, in fact, filtered to eliminate these effects unless otherwise

stated.

[00137] It can be shown that, absent the compressional reflections, the model of Fig. l.b

is reasonably accurate and may be fully described by the parallel combination of two

impedances, Ζ (ω), being described by the lumped elements indicated. Decomposing the

transfer admittance, Y
2 1

, into at least two parallel Υ (ω) = 1/Ζ (ω) describing at least two

resonant modes of the sensor, it is found that the real part of each Υ (ω) has an inverse-

parabolic form absent reflections and within a moderate frequency range. Introduction of

reflections at a frequency-dependent phase distance, H/V , distorts the parabolic form of

l/Re[Y ] and injects higher coefficients to the inverse-polynomial fitting function.

[00138] In one method, the peak deconvolution proceeds by fitting the transfer function

to a plurality of ideal resonances. In a preferred embodiment, the transfer function is the

real part of the transfer admittance and the ideal resonance basis functions are inverse-

parabolic fits of the real part of the admittance. Inverse parabolic fits are attractive as they

represent the natural description of a series R-L-C ideal resonance close to the resonant

frequency and allow analytical fitting. Fitting separates the at least two resonant

transmission functions in a series decomposition. One variant of the method further

requires knowledge of the imaginary parts of Y2 1, which may also be fit or may be

obtained as Hilbert Transforms of the real part or obtained from the equivalent circuits

corresponding to the inverse parabolic fits.

[00139] The ideal resonances are then used only to compensate the measured transfer

function in one frequency interval for the ideal overlap of the other mode resonances. For

each mode there is then computed a Υ ' (ω), being the remainder of Y
2 1

measured minus all

of the other modes' ideal resonances and all of the other modes' imaginary part fits. Y ' is

inverted to obtain Ζ ' (ω) and - absent reflections - the real part is a constant being the

motional resistance. With reflections, the real part of the resonant transmission line input

impedance is seen in the difference between the measured transfer function and the

decomposition.

[00140] The value of Re[Z' ] is normalized to the ideal result of the parabolic fit, R , for

the 180° (n=0) and 0 ° (n=l) modes in Fig. 14. While both modes have compressional

mode content, the 0 ° mode is typically used in the MMQSHR specifically because of its



higher content of compressional energy. The real part of the impedance is seen to be the

constant resistance plus a term derived from a lossy, terminated, transmission line. The

constant term, R , comprises one term due to viscoelastic losses, R^, and another due to

the unreflected radiation of compressional waves, R^. The latter term is

m i / Cm(psC effs) 1 ) 1 2 , and already accounts for the characteristic impedance of the

transmission line.

[00141] The real part of the input impedance of a fluid waveguide terminated in a

mismatched impedance is given in terms of the acoustic impedance of the opposing

surface, Zopp, the acoustic impedance of the fluid, ρ , the propagation loss term, a , the

nominal phase length, 0H/V, and the phase dispersion, ( - 0)H/V. The scaling factors

are /(roC psC
effs

) , where θ are the compressional transformation ratios of the modes,

C are the motional capacitances of the modes, ps is the substrate density, and Cegs is the

substrate effective shear elastic constant. Since R already contains the characteristic

impedance of the transmission line, this term must be subtracted from the line equation.

Substituting for velocit , the e uation is

[00142] Due to the non-zero value of α, κ is also complex but to reasonable accuracy the

imaginary part of this term may be ignored. The shape of the resistance vs. frequency is

then fit to the frequency dependence of the model above by varying the density, p, the

elastic modulus, κ, and the propagation loss, a , or alternate variables reflective thereof. It

is also possible to allow the opposing impedance to be a fit variable; however, the fluid cell

dimension, H , must be known. As seen in Fig. 14, the deviation from a constant value has

at least a sufficient curvature to be fit to Re{Zi }. Therefore it is possible to extract the

propagation loss, a , the fluid impedance, Z0, and the phase velocity, V , if the opposing

reflector impedance, ZL, and the fluid thickness, H , are known.



[00143] In an alternate method, the peak deconvolution proceeds with generalized basis

function of the individual resonances to decompose the measured data into the at least two

resonant transmission functions. Again, the preferred embodiment employs the real part of

the transfer admittance; however other transfer functions may be employed as a matter of

technical choice. The form of the basis function must be sufficient to capture the

deviations from inverse-parabolic that occur due to fluid resonances.

[00144] Fig. 15 compares inverse-polynomial deconvolution of a two-mode MMQSHR

using parabolic, 6th order, and 12th order polynomials. The data measured for water in a

5mm cell is shown along with the results of the two-mode, inverse-polynomial fits (top)

for the 180° (left) and 0 ° (right) modes. The residual error (lower) is also shown. For

water, which represents an extreme case in the magnitude of the reflected signals, there is

some residual error; however over most fluids the 6th order polynomial provides an

adequate fit. In the previous method, the simpler fit is employed and the error is analyzed

to obtain the remaining values. Polynomials offer ease of fitting but do not provide

physical insight into the fluid properties, nor are they the best basis functions. In contrast,

the analytical model of the equivalent circuit is tedious to curve fit but provides a better

correlation to physical properties. The exact choice of basis functions is a matter of

technical choice and is not deemed limiting to the invention.

[00145] In one variant of this method, inverse-polynomial fits are then used directly to

compute the various parameters. In at least one embodiment, the inverse of the real part of

the analytical function for the admittance of a single resonant branch is expanded as a

Taylor series about the resonant frequency. The analytical expressions for the polynomial

coefficients are solved for the desired parameters and the numerical values of the curve fit

are employed to compute the associated properties. Combinations of the two approaches

may be employed wherein basis functions better suited than inverse parabolic are

employed to decompose the transfer function and the basis functions are taken along with

the error function to determine the input impedance of a series transmission line and the R-

L-C values of the series ideal resonance.

[00146] The examples above employed a moderately short fluid path of 5 mm, selected

due to constraints of conductivity and dielectric (CD) measurement structures presently in

use. The approach of Fig. 9 allows a compact and optimized CD measurement structure



with dimensions independent of a larger reflector spacing defining the overall fluid

resonance. In at least one embodiment the intentional reflectors are grounded and form a

shield around the CD cell. In at least one such environment the inner electrode is

perforated and the outer electrode is solid. In one preferred embodiment the sensor is a

single sided sensor mounted with flip chip technology to a ceramic carrier and the ceramic

carrier also supports the inner and outer CD electrodes.

[00147] By allowing compressional waves to pass through the CD electrode structure,

the perforated electrodes allow the MMQSHR sensor responses to be intentionally

reflected at a path length that differs from the optimum cell geometry of the integrated CD

electrodes, as seen in Fig. 9.b. For example, the measurement of conductivity and

dielectric constant requires large overlap area and small separation to maximize the

geometrical factor of the electrode pair. In order to suppress a parasitic cell between the

electrodes and the inner electrode and to increase the cell constant while allowing inter-

electrode gaps that are conducive to fluid flow, the outer electrode and exposed sensor

surface are driven in common as illustrated in Fig. 8.a. The formation of a sandwich cell

driving the sensor surface and the outer electrode while enclosing the inner electrode

minimizes leakage effects and noise. The optimization of the cell constant requires

spacings on the order of 0.5 - 2.0 mm. Significantly smaller spacings risk clogging and

significantly larger spacings have low cell constants and high parasitic effects. With 2 mm

spacings and 1 mm thick metal, a possible value of 5 mm is seen for the distance to the

upper (outer) electrode.

[00148] On the other hand, the compressional resonance of a fluid with compressional

phase velocity, V, and a reflective opposing surface at a distance, H, has a separation,

∆ ω=πν /Η , between frequencies of constructive interference with the crystal's shear wave

resonance. The number of cycles of inference between the crystal and fluid resonances is

N = δω/∆ ω = 0H/7iVQ, where ω0 is the crystal resonant frequency, Q is the quality factor

of the resonance, and the resonance bandwidth, δω = Q/ 0. For a 5.25 MHz sensor with a

Q of 1000 in water, a height of 5 mm, and a fluid velocity of 1.9 ιη µ , there exists only

0.028 periods or 10 degrees of phase shift of the fluid compressional resonance over the

resonator band. Contrasted with the 90° shift of the MMQSHR over this band, there exists

an 80° phase differential between the compressional fluid resonance and the crystal shear



resonance over the crystal resonance bandwidth. For a perfluoro polyether with a velocity

of 0.35 η µ the phase shift across a resonance having Q=1000 is 0.164 periods or 60

degrees, resulting in a differential of only 30°. For a mineral oil, in which the resonator Q

is reduced to less than 100, there could exist approximately 0.28 periods or 100 degrees of

phase shift, resulting in a net differential of -10°. At these spacings, velocities and Q

factors, the impedance associated with resonant compressional waves cannot be considered

constant over the resonator bandwidth. These phase differentials all result in measurable

deviation from the basis function deconvolution into ideal RLC resonances and are all of

sufficiently low phase deviation that there will not be periodic ripple in the passband of the

resonance. The latter point is important to the use of inverse-polynomial methods and the

condition of less than two periods of ripple across the passband is deemed "slow ripple" in

this invention. As seen in Fig. 15 there are between 1 and 1.5 periods of ripple in water at

5 mm. Measurements of perfluoro-poly ether and mineral oil confirm similar results.

[00149] In very rare cases, data is obtained having a much faster ripple. Measured data

with a path length on the order of 5mm to a fluid-air boundary and a Q of just under 1000

for a water-loaded LGS MMQSHR operating at 5.25 MHz show a 4KHz bandwidth at

half-maximum conductance and a ripple period of 414 Hz, as seen in Fig. 16. From this, it

is concluded that there must exist mutual interference between the shear wave resonance

and a wave which travelled at least 400 bounces between the piezoelectric and the

opposing air-fluid interface. Experimentally it is found that this waveguide mode only

exists when the opposing surface is air. The reflection coefficient from a liquid to air is

almost perfectly -1; whereas the reflection coefficient between a liquid and steel is only 0.8

to 0.9. The wave would effectively decay by -20 dB within about 20 bounces and by -40

dB in the observed case of 400 bounces.

[00150] As such, the existence of fast ripple relative to the bandwidth of the resonator

having a relatively short fluid path length is a strong indicator of a liquid-air boundary and

may be employed to detect a low fluid level or an air bubble. Fig. 16 also shows the

inverse-parabolic basis function curve fit employed to provide the equivalent circuit.

[00151] The phase interference factor arises because the MMQSHR transfers energy

from an input to an output transducer of the AWD. The acoustic path through the crystal

has a phase shift and delay that are determined by the Q of the resonator. The acoustic



transmission path through the fluid comprises a waveguide mode trapped between the face

of the crystal the opposing fluid boundary that slowly propagates from an input electrode's

peak region of shear to compressional mode conversion to the output transducer's peak

region of shear to compressional mode conversion. This slow group velocity waveguide

mode adds to and subtracts from the resonance transfer function, causing interference and a

fast ripple.

[00152] In any case, the fast ripple in a short liquid cell is highly sensitive to many

factors and is not well suited to instrumentation. This would not be the case of a long fluid

cell with a small number of transits, and such a system is contemplated herein. While

methods are offered to employ the ripple, it is typically more beneficial to filter it. One

such method analyzes the transfer function of the circuit model in Fig. 13 by fitting the

overall response to the three subsystems per acoustic mode.

[00153] The method involves fitting a measurement to these three subsystems in each

resonant circuit path as a function of frequency. In at least one embodiment, the fast ripple

terms associated with the waveguide mode are extracted and employed to detect

anomalous operation and are then discarded. The remaining solution consists of the

traditional RLC branch and the series transmission line input impedance, as discussed

above. The slow ripple terms associated with the series transmission line resonance may

be employed to detect reflections or to extract information on the velocity, V, propagation

loss, a , and acoustic impedance, Z0, of the fluid. Since the velocity is sqrt(K/p) and the

fluid compressional impedance is m sqrt(Kp), the ratio of impedance to velocity yields an

estimate of the density and the product obtains the elastic constant of the fluid, provided

the impedance ratio, m, of each mode is known. Either of the methods discussed above

for treating the primary resonance of the fluid may be employed after filtering.

[00154] The flow chart of this iterative process is shown in Figure 17. First, the

measured transfer function is decomposed into basis functions describing the ideal

resonances 1710. Second, the error function about the first resonance is obtained and

modeled as an oscillatory ripple function 1720 corresponding to parallel path transmission

through a shunt transmission line 1306. Third, the measured transfer function is refit to the

basis function of the first resonance after subtracting the ripple 1730. Fourth, error

function about the second resonance is obtained and modeled as an oscillatory ripple



function 1740 corresponding to parallel path transmission through a shunt transmission

line 1305. Fifth, the measured transfer function is refit to the basis function of the first

resonance after subtracting the ripple 1750. The process is optionally repeated for third

and higher order modes if present. The residual error is evaluated 1760 and iterations

repeat 1720 - 1760 until the error is minimized and the iterations are done. At this point

1770, there exist a series of ripple functions describing the shunt transmission line-induced

fast ripple and a compensated, ripple-corrected transfer function describing the series

combination of a series R-L-C resonance and a series transmission line stub associated

with the primary signal path of each resonant mode. The corrected transfer function is

decomposed into basis functions of reach mode resonance and a residual error function, in

addition to the periodic ripple functions of each mode.

[00155] Using these transmission line parameters corrects the original measurement

against the perturbations caused by the ripple. The information describing the ripple can

be discarded when the IFFT of the ripple occurs at a time sufficiently greater than

2H/0.350 where H is the distance from the crystal to the opposing surface in mm and

0.35 η η µ is the slowest compressional wave velocity expected for the liquids of interest.

In one method, the basis functions are directly employed, with or without the error

function, to determine the equivalence circuit parameters.

[00156] In another method, described in detail below, the initial correction above is

employed in order to eliminate the periodic ripple, followed by a more accurate

decomposition into basis functions of sufficient complexity to capture the compressional

reflection effects. These second basis functions are then directly employed in calculating

the fluid properties.

[00157] There exists a method of instrumentation in which the base resonances of the

various modes of the MMQSHR and the error functions of each mode are fit to the model

of Fig. 13. The pass band ripple described above is assumed to be insignificant, or to

already have been filtered and/or compensated from the data by iterative fitting. In one

such embodiment, the transfer conductance of the resonance is approximated as before

using suitable basis functions for each mode's series R-L-C resonance and the result is

subtracted from or divided into the measured data, leaving error terms. The residual error

functions are fit to the series stub transmission line impedances. The periodicity and/or



curvature of the transfer function terms describing the series transmission line impedance

are employed to estimate a time constant of the line, and, coupled with knowledge of the

fluid chamber dimensions, offers additional information on physical properties of the

intervening fluid, namely the sound velocity. An iterative process is then employed where

the estimates of the circuit parameters of the other modes, along with the calculated

transmission line parameters, are subtracted from the ripple-corrected measured data and

the circuit parameters of the remaining mode re-evaluated is fit to the residual error

function.

[00158] Fig. 18 provides a flow chart of an alternate process. The parameters of the

shunt transmission lines 1205, 1206 may be ignored as being either insignificant or being

already filtered and the data to be fit is the measured transfer function corrected for these

ripple terms. First, the basis functions are estimated 1810 from the intervals of the transfer

function corresponding to frequency ranges about the resonant frequencies of the at least

two modes ignoring transmission line effects on the first iteration. Second, the basis

function of the first mode resonance is partitioned into terms associated with the first ideal

R-L-C resonance and a first series transmission line 1820. Third, basis function of the

second mode resonance is partitioned into terms associated with the second ideal R-L-C

resonance and a second series transmission line 1830. Additional modes are optionally

partitioned. Iterations 1840 of this successive approximation are taken repeating 1810

through 1830 until the remaining error is minimized 1850. The result is a pair of aggregate

basis functions partitioned into basis functions describing the R-L-C resonances and

functions describing the series transmission line impedances, themselves. The basis

functions are corrected for the distortions of the transmission line stubs, providing

compensation for all effects of the reflection. The method may optionally decompose the

higher order basis functions to completion, repeating only step 1810 and then partitioning

the basis functions into an ideal resonance and series transmission line stub 1820 and 1830

after convergence.

[00159] The original parameters, now compensated for the compressional wave

reflections, may be employed as proposed in the '868 and '869 applications. Alternately,

the full set of fit parameters may be employed in an expansion of the prior art using

additional parameters, as detailed below.



[00160] Figure 19 illustrates a preferred method of determining fluid properties from

equivalent circuit parameters according to the present invention. The unloaded state

measurements proceed as before since the unloaded state is independent of any

compressional or viscoelastic effects. Step 1950 provides the fluid to be measured and

step 1955 repeats steps 610 - 630 for the loaded state, except that step 630 employs the

addition process of either Fig. 17 or Fig. 18 or a combination thereof instead of the simpler

circuit parameter fit of the '869 Application. Steps 1960, 1965, and 1967 create the input

parameters. Loss input parameters are defined in detail in the '869 Application and

comprise at least the product of motional resistance and motional capacitance. Frequency

input parameters are also well defined in the '869 application and comprise at least the

product of motional inductance and motional capacitance, which is seen to result in inverse

frequency behavior. The new capacitance parameter was identified in the discussions of

Fig. ll.a and ll.b and is the differential capacitance between the two modes. The velocity

parameter is obtained from transmission line terms of Fig. 18, extracted either from the

error function as seen in Fig. 14 or from the partitioning a higher-order basis function

1968. The six input parameters are fed to a computing function 1970 and are employed to

determine output parameters. Taking the square of the sound velocity as the ratio of

elasticity to density, it now becomes possible to separate density from the other

measurands, 1975 - 1995.

[00161] Obtaining the fluid compressional velocity expands the system of equations to

three with three unknowns and three observables.

[00162] VF = sqrt(KF/pF)

[00163] Zc = sqrt(KF*pF)

[00164] AV= sqrt(pFr|F)

EMBODIMENTS

[00165] Embodiments demonstrate the integration of conductivity and dielectric

electrodes into a viscometer using thickness shear mode coupled resonators. The

approaches are generally applicable to any TSM resonator sensor including single pole

resonators, multimode resonators, and the like with either thickness field or lateral field



excitation. The approach is applicable to linearly polarized resonators as well as planar

torsional sensors and the like, as in J . Andle, R. Haskell, M. Chap, and D. Stevens,

"Improved Substrate Selection for Lateral Field TSM Sensors", 2009 IEEE UFFC

(unpublished). The well known issues of compressional mode generation are mitigated,

and even used to advantage.

[00166] It would be further desired to know the compressional elastic modulus in order

to better know density and better correct for errors due to compressional wave radiation.

In hydraulic systems, compressibility is of direct interest. Martin, S. J . Martin, G. C. Frye,

R. W. Cernosek and S. D. Senturia, "Microtextured Resonators for Measuring Liquid

Properties," Tech. Digest, Solid-State Sensor and Actuator Workshop, (1994), proposed a

method of uniquely measuring density using textured surfaces on one resonator and

smooth surfaces on another resonator. Andle, J . Andle, U.S. Patent 7,552,619 B2,

"Measurement of Density and Viscoelasticity with a Single Acoustic Wave Sensor",

(2005), demonstrated a method using a single, textured, coupled resonator. By texturing

the surface of the sensor and employing the zero-crossing frequency between modes 00

and 10 to monitor density, it is possible to use this density data and equation (1) to obtain

viscosity, density and compressional modulus, allowing a multi-measurand acoustic wave

element with three parameters. In this case, it is desirable to suppress the reflected wave or

it could be employed to obtain redundant data for error reduction.

[00167] Additionally, this CD ring electrode arrangement can be utilized for any single-

mode, single-port TSM resonator or MMQSHR comprising a piezoelectric crystal

supporting such modes (LGS, QTZ, etc.) that has sufficient transmitted compressional

waves to meet a requirement where a subset of the three electrical parameters (ARM, ACM

and AL ) of at least an M resonant mode can be utilized to correlate to

density/viscosity/elasticity dependent fluid parameters.

[00168] U. S. Application 12/780,869, entitled "Improved Measurement of Fluid

Parameters" discloses a nonlinear combination of these parameters into a "loss parameter",

coM,air(RMCM- RM,airCM,air), and a "frequency parameter", M,ai ( M,ai ,ai )

( o M,air / ω Μ - 1)· The motional capacitance is minimally altered in the model and the

small changes are systematic in relations to the loss and frequency parameters. While it is



best practiced with a coupled resonator such as the MMQSHR, it is also possible to

employ these methods with single pole, single port resonators.

[00169] Furthermore, this CD ring electrode arrangement can be utilized for any single-

port TSM resonator or MMQSHR (LGS, QTZ, etc.) that meets any requirement where a

multiple of electrical parameters (RM, F and LI, etc.) can be utilized to correlate to

density/viscosity/elasticity dependent fluid parameters.

[00170] Therefore, in one group of embodiments, the opposing surface may be made

antireflective, minimizing the magnitude of the ripple and employing installation

constraints to render the operationally antireflective perforated electrodes effective in the

application. Alternately, the opposing surface may be made optimally reflective and

suitably spaced, independent of the optimization of the CD electrode spacings, to provide a

sufficient magnitude and periodicity of the constructive and destructive interference with

the sensor electrical response.

[00171] In another aspect of the invention, refiected signals - intentional or incidental -

will have a sufficiently rapid phase shift relative to the main resonance over frequency that

the phase mismatch will introduce a periodic distortion to the sensor's transfer function.

Whether the electrodes are solid or of parallel ring style, it is desirable to compensate the

distortions associated with the reflected signals. In at least one embodiment, the CD

electrodes are of parallel ring configuration with a third guard electrode enclosing the

measurement cell and providing electrical shielding. It may be undesirable to perforate the

shield electrode or otherwise impractical to render it antireflective. In another embodiment

the sensor suite may be threaded into an engine block having a potentially reflective

surface proximate the aperture of the CD parallel ring electrodes. In either case reflections

may be inevitable, and a method of compensating the distortions may be desirable.

[00172] Ripple occurs because the measurement is taken at a frequency synchronous

with the phase of the transmitted signal via the shear wave resonance whereas the refiected

compressional modes return at a phase determined by the highly temperature-dependent

sound velocity of the fluid. Over temperature, there is a varying phase difference between

the two signals and a pattern of constructive and destructive interference results.



[00173] Embodiments provide solutions to integrating viscosity measurement into a

multi-measurand sensor that includes a proximate, substantially-parallel, acoustically-

reflective surface, such as an electrode or array of electrodes for conductivity and dielectric

(CD) measurement cell, without compromise due to compressional wave effects.

Additionally, in some embodiments the effects are not only mitigated, but the residual

effects are employed to enable additional measurands.

[00174] In another embodiment, additional circuit elements are added to the equivalent

circuit model of the MMQSHR to account for the ripple. Fitting the more complete model

compensates the original model parameters against the ripple introduced by the reflections.

In a most preferred embodiment, the additional model parameters are employed to obtain

additional physical properties.

[00175] This CD parallel ring electrode arrangement can be utilized for any resonator to

reduce reflected compressional waves. The most preferred embodiment employs a multi-

mode quasi-shear resonator (MMQSR), as described in U .S. Application No. 12/036125,

with multiple modes that produce a multiplicity of electrical output responses that can be

correlated to density/viscosity/elasticity dependent fluid parameters. In the most preferred

embodiment, the MMQSR is a two-port, multi-pole resonator.

[00176] It may also be desirable, instead, to employ the reflected signal as a

compressional wave probe of the fluid properties. In particular, U .S. Applications No.

12/036,125 and No. 12/540,339 detail an approach to measure (ρη) and (PCF) but must

assume knowledge of one variable in order to quantify the other two. In the present

invention, a third measurand is offered that obtains ( V p), allowing complete knowledge

of all three physical properties. The frequency periodicity of the ripple introduced into the

resonator's transfer function is inversely related to the length of the propagation path in the

fluid. Low loss fluids resulting in high Q resonances require long fluid cells whereas high

viscosity fluids having broad resonances can tolerate, and even require, short propagation

paths in the fluid.

[00177] In one embodiment, the CD electrodes are both solid and the compressional

wave is immediately reflected back to the surface. In another embodiment, one or more

parallel plates are perforated to allow a longer fluid propagation path.



[00178] Other embodiments provide a multi-measurand sensor system comprising a

thickness shear mode (TSM) resonator sensor; at least one proximate, effectively parallel,

acoustically reflective surface; a fluid in region the at least one surface; and wherein at

least one electrode reflects acoustic waves, the system providing for compressional wave

effects whereby multiple measurements are not compromised due to compressional wave

effects.

[00179] The foregoing description of the embodiments of the invention has been

presented for the purposes of illustration and description. It is not intended to be

exhaustive or to limit the invention to the precise form disclosed. Many modifications and

variations are possible in light of this disclosure. It is intended that the scope of the

invention be limited not by this detailed description, but rather by the claims appended

hereto.



CLAIMS
What is claimed is:

1. A method for simultaneous determination of physical

properties of a fluid utilizing an acoustic wave device (AWD) sensor

having at least two resonant modes, said modes comprising predominantly

horizontally polarized shear waves, comprising the steps of:

measuring a transfer function of said AWD sensor over a frequency

range of interest about at least two resonant frequencies corresponding to

said at least two resonant modes;

decomposing said transfer function into basis functions, each of said

basis functions being descriptive of a specific resonance of said AWD

sensor; and

deriving said physical properties of said fluid from coefficients of

said basis functions describing said transfer function of said AWD sensor,

wherein at least one of said basis functions is further descriptive of

finite-geometry fluid resonance, and

wherein said at least one of said basis functions incorporates a

frequency dependence of said transfer function deviating from a lumped

element equivalent circuit.

2 . The method of claim 1 comprising:

decomposing said measured transfer function into basis functions

describing ideal resonances in absence of reflections;

obtaining error function about a first resonance, being a deviation

between measured data and sum of said basis functions, then modeling said

error function as a first oscillatory function;



refitting said measured transfer function to a first basis function of a

first resonance after subtracting said first oscillatory function from

measured data;

obtaining error functions about additional resonances, being

differences between said measured data and said sum of said basis

functions, then modeling said error functions as additional oscillatory

functions;

refitting said measured transfer function to additional basis functions

of said additional resonances after subtracting said additional oscillatory

functions from said measured data in each frequency interval about said

additional resonances;

evaluating residual error;

repeating said steps of obtaining an error function about a first

resonance, refitting error-compensated first resonance to a basis function,

obtaining an error function about each of additional resonances, again

refitting each of said error-compensated additional resonances to additional

basis functions, and evaluating until said error is minimized; and

obtaining basis functions descriptive of each selected resonant mode

of said transfer function compensated for errors from reflections.

3. The method of claim 1, comprising:

expressing at least one of said basis functions as sum of a series

resonance basis function and a transmission line basis function,

estimating basis functions from intervals of a transfer function

corresponding to frequency ranges about resonant frequencies of said at

least two modes, ignoring transmission line effects on first iteration;



partitioning basis function of first mode resonance into terms

associated with a first ideal R-L-C resonance and a first series transmission

line;

partitioning basis function of additional mode resonances into terms

associated with additional ideal R-L-C resonances and additional series

transmission lines;

repeating said steps of estimating, partitioning said basis function of

said first mode resonance, and partitioning said basis function of said

additional mode resonances until remaining error is minimized; and

determining parameters from ideal resonances of said at least two

modes, and from transmission line of at least one mode, said parameters

reflective of said physical properties of said fluid.

4 . The method of claim 2 comprising:

determining compressional wave velocity of said fluid from

periodicity of said oscillatory functions knowing separation distance (H).

5. The method of claim 2 comprising:

ignoring said oscillatory functions and,

employing coefficients of said basis functions to obtain input

parameters to a computing function, outputs of which are representative of

said physical properties of said fluid, wherein said input parameters are

compensated for distortions of ripple.

6 . The method of claim 5, further wherein said basis functions

employed are sufficiently accurate to incorporate influence of fluid

resonances, further comprising:



decomposing a compensated transfer function comprising a sum of

said basis functions into a sum of new basis functions, each of said new

basis functions being descriptive of a specific resonance of said AWD;

deriving said physical properties of said fluid from coefficients of

said new basis functions of said AWD sensor;

wherein at least one new basis function is further descriptive of said

finite-geometry fluid resonance;

wherein said at least one basis function incorporates a frequency

dependence of said transfer function deviating from said lumped element

equivalent circuit; further comprising:

expressing at least one of said new basis functions as sum of a series

resonance basis function and a transmission line basis function;

estimating said new basis functions from the intervals of the said

compensated transfer function corresponding to frequency ranges about

resonant frequencies of SAID at least two modes, ignoring transmission

line effects on first iteration;

partitioning said new basis function of said first mode resonance into

terms associated with a first ideal R-L-C resonance and a first series

transmission line;

partitioning said new basis function of said additional mode

resonances into terms associated with additional ideal R-L-C resonances

and additional series transmission lines;

repeating said steps of estimating, partitioning said basis function of

said first mode resonance, and partitioning SAID basis function of SAID

additional mode resonances until remaining error is minimized; and



determining parameters from ideal resonances of said at least two

modes, and from transmission line of at least one mode, said parameters

reflective of said fluid properties.

7 . The method of claim 3, further comprising:

decomposing said transfer function into families of at least one basis

function, each of said families being descriptive of a specific resonance of

said AWD, and each said transfer function within said family being

descriptive of a fluid-device interaction for said resonance.

8 . The method of claim 3, wherein different basis functions are

employed on at least two successive iterations, producing a final

decomposition.

9 . The method of claim 6, wherein different new basis functions

are employed on at least two successive iterations, producing a final

decomposition.

10 . The method of claim 1, wherein employing said coefficients of

said basis functions to obtain input parameters to a computing function,

outputs of which are representative of said physical properties of said

fluid, comprises:

wherein at least two of said input parameters are loss parameters,

wherein at least two of said input parameters are frequency

parameters,

wherein at least one of said input parameters is a function of

motional capacitance of a first resonance, said function being linearly

independent of other input parameters, and



wherein at least one of said input parameters is a function of

motional capacitance of a second resonance, said function being linearly

independent of said other input parameters.

11. An acoustic wave device (AWD) sensor for simultaneous

determination of fluid properties, said device comprising:

at least one solid structure opposite a surface of said AWD, defining

finite extents of a fluid to be measured, said structure being anti-reflective

to compressional waves propagating away from said surface of said AWD,

preventing reflection of compressional waves that would interact with said

AWD, thereby altering response of said AWD,

and allowing dual mode viscosity sensor responses to be utilized for

measurement of said fluid properties and correlation.

12. The device of claim 11, wherein said AWD is loaded with fluid

on both surfaces and said at least one solid structure comprises solid

structures opposite both surfaces of said AWD.

13. The device of claim 11, wherein said solid structure opposite a

surface of said AWD comprises apertures allowing compressional waves to

propagate away from said surface of said AWD unimpeded, preventing

reflection of compressional waves that would interact with said AWD,

thereby altering response of said AWD;

said apertures allowing compressional waves to pass through said

solid structure and being effectively anti-reflective, and allowing dual

mode viscosity sensor responses to be utilized for measurement of said

fluid properties and correlation.

14. The device of claim 11, wherein said solid structure opposite a

surface of said AWD comprising textures, said textures randomly reflecting

said compressional waves, preventing coherent reflection of said



compressional waves that would interact with said AWD, thereby altering

response of said AWD;

said textures being effectively anti-reflective, and allowing dual

mode viscosity sensor responses to be utilized for measurement of said

fluid properties and correlation.

15. The device of claim 11, comprising an antireflective layer

disposed upon said solid surface.

16 . The device of claim 11, wherein said solid structure comprises

at least one electrode of an integrated subsystem for measuring fluid

electrical properties.

17 . The device of claim 15, wherein said antireflective layer on

said solid surface comprises one electrode of an integrated subsystem for

measuring fluid electrical properties.

18 . The device of claim 11, comprising antireflective supports.

19 . The device of claim 11, wherein said measurement of fluid

properties comprises at least one of fluid density, fluid viscosity, fluid

relaxation time, fluid sound velocity, fluid acoustic attenuation, and fluid

elasticity.

20. A multi-measurand fluid sensor system comprising:

a multi-mode, quasi-shear-horizontal resonator (MMQSHR) AWD

sensor;

at least one proximate, effectively parallel, acoustically reflective

surface;

a fluid in a region between a surface of said sensor and said at least

one surface; and



wherein said at least one acoustically reflective surface reflects

acoustic waves, said system providing for compressional wave resonances

between said AWD and said acoustically reflective surface, said

compressional fluid resonances coupled to said sensor quasi-shear-

horizontal resonances,

said compressional fluid resonances altering nominal transfer

function of said sensor, said alterations being independently reflective of

density of said fluid and compressional elastic modulus of said fluid.

21. The sensor system of claim 20, wherein a surface of said

resonator is contoured, being functionally parallel to an acoustically

reflective surface.

22. The sensor system of claim 20 wherein said at least one

acoustically reflective surface comprises an electrode of a measurement

cell for determining electrical properties of said fluid.

23 . The sensor system of claim 22 wherein said surface of said

sensor comprises an electrode of a measurement cell for determining

electrical properties of said fluid.

24. The sensor system of claim 20 wherein at least one perforated

solid structure is located between said surface of said AWD and said

acoustically reflective surface.

25 . The sensor system of claim 24 wherein said at least one

perforated solid structure comprise electrodes for a measurement cell for

determining electrical properties of said fluid.

26. The sensor system of claim 20 wherein said sensor is located

between two mutually reflective surfaces, forming a compressional

resonance therebetween.



27 The sensor system of claim 20, comprising separation value

(H) selected such that, at a nominal operating temperature and fluid

composition, input impedance of resonance of said fluid is purely real.

28 The sensor system of claim 27, wherein said input impedance

corresponds to a minimum compressional motional resistance.

29 The sensor system of claim 27, wherein said input impedance

corresponds to a maximum compressional motional resistance.
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